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above the first paragraph on page 14 add
number of the Chapter: "I".

last paragraph, before "If one studies
international relations from a specific”
etc., insert the following text:-

II.- The position occupied by International Re-

lations as a branch of scientific learning.
 

 

7. In view of the argument advanced in
$ l above, there can be no doubt that the science
of international relations is a branch of sociolo-
Ey, the broadest and most general science concern.
ed with relations between men as social beings. It
remains to be considered whether the science in
which we are here interested should be built up as

a special branch, autonomous in the vast field of
sociology (e.g. economics, law, etc.) or whether
it is merely a section or sub-division devoted to
a given aspect of each specific science (e.g. econ-

omics, law). In my opinion, the second alterna-
tive should be chosen since it is not a matter of
the purpose of the science but of the particular
aspect of its observation (see above, No. 5, in
fine).

If we study, for example, international re-
lations from the standpoint of political economy,
we must satisfy not only the requirements of the
study of political economy, and familiarise our-

selves with the general laws which govern that
subject, but also acquire a knowledge of the
science that concerns mutual relations between
States, etc. 



8. The scientific method to be applied is

likewise laid down for us, namely: the sociologi-

cal or constructive method - the impartialobser-
vation, along the most general lines possible, of
the facts, in accordance with: the ideas of the

 

pioneer of modern sociology, A. Comte, without any

bias likely to distort the observation of each

fact or group of social facts, as has been so ably

explained in the well-known work of H. Spencer on

the study of sociology.

third paragraph -

tors The next consideration is that a far larger

number ete,

The next consideration is that of a far

larger number etc.

(Australian Institute of International),

ti tute of International Af-
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«nd of the Federal Diet.
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Toronto. Temple ), Professor in the

= University of British Col-
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CZECHCSLOVAKIA: Svobodna VLADIMIR RENES, Secret=ry of

Skoln Politickych Nauk the Pr-gue School of Politi-

{School of Political cal Science.
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Czechoslovak Co-ordin-ting LEOPOLD SAUER, Dre. Jue.

Centre, Secretary of the Institute

Prague. of Economie Research, Prrgue.
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Historie og Samfundsé- Dr .Polit.(Copenhrgen), Lec-

konomi (Institute of turer in the University and
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Copenhagen.

MARIUS CORMSEN, Master of Eco-

nomics nnd of Politienl Science,

Member of the Danish Delega-

tion to the International Agri-
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1989.

JOHAN PLISNER, Professor of

History at the University of

Asrhus.

FRANCE: Commission LOUIS ZISENMANK, Docteur en

Fronçaise de Coordine- Droit, Docteur ès lettres -

tion des Hautes Etudes Professor of the History and

Internationales, Civilisation of the Slavs in

Paris. the University of Paris - Sec-
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sion Française de Coordina-

tion des Heutes Etudes Inter-

nationnles, Paris.  
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zionali,
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for International Studies, trative Law in the University
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Member to the International
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Professor of Political Seience
in the University of Madrid -
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Education and Fins Arts and

of Foreign Affairs.

JOSE DE YANGUAS MESSIA, Pro-

Sfessor of International Pri-
vate Law in Madrid University
Member of the Institute of In-
ternational Law - formerly
Minister of Foreign Affairs.

HERBERT TINCSIEN, Dr.phil. -
Professor of Political Science
in the University of Stock-
holm - Secretary of the Swedish
Co-ordinating Committee for
International Studies, Stockholm

HENRI VOIRIER, Lawyer in the
Federal Political Department --
Secretary of the Swiss Co-
ordinating Committee for In-
ternational Studies and of the
Swiss National Committee of
Intellectual Co-operation,
Berne.

С. K. WERSTER, M,A., Litt.D, -

Fellow of British Association -

Stevenson Professor of Inter-
national History of the Uni-
versity of London. 
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Auwzrican Co-ordinating

Committee for Interna-

tional Studies,
New York.
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S, H. BAILEY, M.A, — Lecturer

in International Relations at

the London School of Economics

and Political Science (Univer-

sity of London).

MARGARET E. CLEEVZ, O.B,E, —
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cations Department of the Royal
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Law,
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CHAPTER I.

PREPARATION OF THE DISCUSSIONS
 

1 lleeting on the University

of International Kelations

In London, June 1976,

 

 

 

The problem of the University Teaching of Interna-

tional Relations has been considered by the International

Studies Conference on several occasions, particularly dur-

ing its third session held in 1930 in Paris.

In 1931 the Conference also lent its support to spe-

cial meetings of teachers of Inttornationsl Relations arranged

by the Geneva School of International Studies. Finally, the

Conference co-operated with the League's Advisory Committee

on League of Nations Teaching, and joint meetings of delegates

of that Committee and of representatives of the Conference

took place in 1931 and 1933.

It was felt, however, that an enquiry by the

Conference itself into the nature and scope of the subject

which constituted its own special field of enquiry would be

exceedingly valuable, not only as a contribution by a body

of University teachers to a clearer apprehension of the place

of International Studies in the social and political sciences,

but as a most appropriate method of once again providing the

Conference's Administrative Meetings, as distinct from its

Study Meetings, with an agenda comprising, in addition to

routine items and questions of internal organisation, con-

crete subjects for discussion,

In accordance, therefore, with a recommandation

made by the Executive Committee of the Conference in December 



1934, an item providing for a discussion of the question of
was

the University Teaching of International Relations/placed on

tne agenda of the Eighth Session of the Conference,

The discussion of this subject was prepared by Means

of a paper drafted by Professor Sir Alfred Zimmern and cir-

culated in advance to the Members of the Conference, In order

that all those who were interested in this subject should take

part in the discussion, while maintaining the rule that the

Conference's Administrative ileetings may not be attended by

more than two delegates from each institution directly af-

filiated to the Conference, it was decided to hold a Special

Meeting of the Conference,

as a method of preliminary survey of some of thé pro-

biems which teachers of International Relations in the Uni-

versities have to face, the experiment proved completely suc-

cesful, and full approval was given to a recommendation that

the discussion should be pursued at future meetings of the

Conference,

2. Publication of the Record of
 

the London Meeting.
 

In order to provide a permanent record of the meeting

on this important subject and to stimulate further discussions,

the Institute published a verbatim record of the discussion in

London, together with Professor Zimmern's paper and distributed

it to the Members of the International Studies Conference (Doc,

lish and No, 57-58 of the "Coopération Intel-QKı 25.1936 in In, U(

lectuelle" in French),



 

3. Decisions of the Executive Committee

of the International Studies Conference
January, 1936.

 

The Executive Committee of the Conference, at its

Eighth Meeting held onJanuary 18, 1936, carefully considered

the measures which should be taken to develop the study ini-

tiated by the London Conference, It decided to devote two

meetings during the Ninth International Studi 3s Conference

to the question of the University Teaching of Internationel

Relations and asked Professor Ludwik Ehrlich to act as Chair-

man of these meetings. It further nominated Professor Sir

Alfred Zimmer: ; Rapporteur for this question, vince the

London discussion brought to the light a number of interest-

ing problems the Executive Co.mittee selected three items

to form an agenda for the discussions at the next Conference,

namely 3

f International Relations1, he mature an 6

et;
ASCO

as an Academic Sub

эре

je

II. The Place of International Relations as a

Scientific Discipline;

III. The Aims of the University Teaching of Inter-

national Relations.

Finally, the Executive Cor ee invited the Members

of the Conference to include among their delegates partici-

pating in the Ninth International Studies Conierence experts

on the problem arising out he University Teaching of In-

ternationsl Relations and asked the Institute to furnish the

Members with the preliminary Agenda of the meetings (Annex 2)

and : : is of the London discussions (Annex 3). 



4, Memoranda received
 

In accordance with the foregoing decisions of the

Executive Committee, the Institute despatched to the Members

of the Conference a circular letter (C.L.94) informing them

of the Executive Committee's action and inviting them to com-

muni cate to the Institute, for transmission to the Rapporteur,

their replies whether in the form of a monograph, memorandum

or observations,

Although the time in which to prepare documentation

on the question of the University Teaching of International

Relations was very short, a considerable numoer of replies

were received : some of them intended for distribution among

the Members of the Conference, others addressed only to the

Rapporteur. They included documentary material submitted by

Mr. S.H, BAILEY, of the London School of Economics; Profes-

sor Caspar BAYON Y CHACON, of the University of Madrid; Pro-

fessor Antoni DERYNG, of the University of Lublin; Professor

Amedeo GIANNINI, of the University of Rome; Dr, Vaclav JOACHIM,

Director of the Prague School of Political Science; Professor

Richard KERSCHAGL, of the Consular hcademy of Vienna; Profes-

sor Jacques LAMBERT, of the University of Lyon; Professor C.A,

W.MANNING of the Iondon School of Economies; Professor Obdulio

MATILLA of the University of Madrid; Professor Johan PLESNER,

of the University of Aarhus and Professor J.H. VERZIJL, of the

University of Utrecht,

5, The Ninth International Studies Conference
May 27-50, 1936

The Ninth Internaticnal Studies Conference was held



 

at Madrid by invitation of the Federacion de Asociaciones

Espanolas de “studios Internacionales on May 27-30, 1936.

Two meetings were devoted to the question of the University

International Relations during the session, na-

-
«on Friday morning and afternoon, May 29th.

On the following day, there were held two short meet-

ings of a small committee which discussed the future work of

the Conference in this field,
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CHAPTER II.
oe مسا

Nature and Extent of International Relations.

International relations, in common with all phenom-

ena of social intercourse, cannot, in our opinion, be defined

in terms that imply a dogmatic delimitation of reality; in-

deed, reality - in this field more than in any other - far

from presenting itself as an unchanging structure is at all

times subject to renovation or to constant evolution. If we

examine the problem of internationel relations from the his-

torical standpoint, we see that, side by side with factors

of a permanent kind - political factors, for eXample - other

factors ог а temporary character - religious, ideological and

economic in their various nuances -— are continually inter-

vening. And if we observe the dominant principles governing

the last phases of this incessant adaptation to the spirit-

ual and material requirements of peoples, we find that the

economic factors constitute the outstanding feature and per-

haps control these relations as a whole. In view of this im-

possibility to determine definitively what we are to under-

stand by the expression "international relations” and in

view of the innumerable problems in which they can manifestT
<=

themselves, we prefer a vague and elastic conception which

might be expressed as follows:- "Changing phenomena, as &

whole, between the national social groups, embracing all

possible manifestations of activity of the peoples.”

But from the point of view of teaching, this broad

concept would lead to the study of a multiplicity of sub-

JectS having no connection one with the other, which, by

their abundance and the vast ground they cover, would in

practice make any efforts at teaching them futile. It is 
 



for this reeson that we think it necessary to take as a basis,

for the time being, not this very broad formula but a restric-

tive delimitation thet lays no claim to perpetuity but which

may be regarded as a provisionsl and adjustable concretisa-

tion of those problems which are today fundamental,

In that sense, we believe that international rela-

tions today comprise two fundamentel classes of problems, pol-

itieal and economie, each of which presents itself under three

different aspects: the purely technical aspect (and we may

also speak of a political technique), the juridical aspect,

as & normative regulating factor in the sc fundemental activi-

ties, and, lastly, thc historical aspect, which is not limited

to the purely expository aspect, unless it be at two periods

taken in their logical order, although they may be simulta-

neous as regards ocourrence: namely, that of "re-presentation"

of information and that of = "critical analysis" of the past

25.8 guide to the path to be followed in: the future.

In their turn, these political and economie factors

cannot be considered as isolated elements that reveal social

realities, having no connection one with the other, but as

two facets of a single and central problem determined by the

requirements and aspiretions of each people as a whole.

As regards the temporary dclimitation of the studies

to be undertaken in the matter of "International Relations,"

although we accept the criterion that they should be confined

to the present time -- without inferring that the past is to

be excluded -- we do not think that it is possible to make any

rigid delimitation of the subject if we wish to arrive at

fruitfeul camila, As a general indication of the line to be

adopted, one might follow that of a brief statement, that



 

would be critical rather then merely expository, of the ante-

cedents of each problem, with a fundamental study of present

reality. The line to be drawn between these two phases should

be fixed according to the nature of each subject considered.

The year 1919, for example, which was a decisi ve date in res-

pect of problems concerning the juridical organisation of the

international community, cannot also be taken as the date

which marked the beginning of a "contemporary era" in res-
- +

pect of colonial problems.

II.- Place occupied by "international relations"
 

as a branch of scientific leerning.
 

Conceived as an ensemble of international social

relations, they must necessarily be cllotted a place in

Sociology, as a branch of that science and under the tiele

of Internetional Sociology. But since, in reality, the com-

prehensive study of its inherent problems must be limited to

a simple presentation of each concrete aspect, they must be

distributed under the following scientific heads:- History,

Philosophy of History, Social Psychology, International Law

in all its manifestations, Political Law, Political Philo-

sophy, Social Law, Human and Social Geography, and, lastly,

Economics in its numerous branches (economics properly so

called, finance, industry, commerce, etc.), necessarily sup-

parted by the different fields of Statistics (demographic,

industrial, commercial, ete.).

III.- Aims of the University Teaching
 سمس

of International Relations,
 

Here, a distinction should be made between the gen-

eral aims and the special aims. In the first case, it is

chiefly a quesbion of satisfying the need for knowledge of a 



social reality; in the second case, the special aims can be

divided into two kinds: the broad and immediete aim which

geeks to train the collective mind, with thc possibility of

influencing publie opinion; though this may appear desirable,

we believe that, at the present stage, any effort in that

sense would be too ambitious? Lastly, there is the immediate

alm, of a less ambitious character and which would be con-

fined to the creation of an élite thoroughly acquainted with

these problems, persons who, as time goes on, would stimulate

public curiosity regarding these questions and, equipped with

their technical knowledge, would be in a position to render

service to their respective States and to the international

community in general.

In order that this aim may be attained, we think it

sufficient to establish three periods:- 1) a period of initia

tion that should be arranged schematically and rudimentarily

in conjunction with the baccalaureate; or, when this cannot

be done, included in the preparatory studies for the entrance

eXaminations for admission to the Faculties of Letters, Law,

Economies and similar sciences; 2) the second period could be

made to coincide with the Licentiateships of these Facultics

and developed in the respective doctorates; 3) a last and third

period in special institutions for international studies which

would act simultaneously as post-graduate and technical spe-

cialisation centres. This framework of study might also form

part of the curriculum of Facultics of Social Science,

In the second period, the creation of special profes-

sorships of International Relations might be considered and

here, as in the special centres Suggested for the third period

of study, it would be desirable to e«dopt a system of temporary  



 

professorships with renewable and non-permanent appointments

to avoid all possibility of "staleness" in these posts.

In the third period, a continual interchrnge should

be orcanised between the centres of the different States;

this interchenge should not be confined to the professors but

should include students, assisted by a system of fellowships

which would place them under the strict obligation to accom-

plish useful work with a view to specialisation.

With regard to one of the additional questions

asked, namely: that of the freedom of teaching the subject

with which we are here concerned, we would point out that

this matter does not at present affect us in view of the posi-

tion in Spain; it is the representatives of the anti-democratic

countries who, since they are more familier with the problem,

should rrrive at a solution more easily. As a possible mens

of overcoming the difficulties, we would suggest the interna-

tional exchange of students.
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(Translation)
- ve

The problem of the science of international rela-

tions is not a problem that has arisen in recent times, dur-

ing which the contemporary development of means of communica-

tion and of the successive conquests to the credit of modern

technique have led not only to the co solidation but also to

the complication of relr-tions between nations. The develop

ment of these relations undoubtedly soves contemporary na tions

from that total isolation which dates back to the days of an-

tiquity. But while it results in better mutual understanding

end greater trust, this development also widens the potentiel
5

field of internationel tension, international conflicts and

international interests. It erectes far grccter possibilities

of friction likely to imperil friendly relations between nations.

We may teke as a basis for our argument the well-

known principle that if we know the causes {hat have provoked

certain international incidents end the rensons underlying the

action taken by nations, then will the first step have been

taken towards forgiving or, at leest, understanding even those

acts which prejudice the relations of one State with another.

Thus, on the. one hand, we find that the contemporary

science of internttional relations has its roots in the pres-

ent needs of internetional life, while, on the other, it ex-

presses the changes which hove taken place in the sphere of

jusgentiuu: and, lastly, it is on effective merns of engen-

dering intérnational perce.

The science of international relr tions is closely

bound up with the milieu it is intended to serve. It should

primerily, concern itself with thc internationel relations

of a country which most intime tely affect thrt country's in-

sts. International relctions in another field, mora rem 
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mote from those interests, are only of secondcry importance.

Finvisaged from this nngle, the science of internationel re-

lations, although it mey be regerded as a science of © cos-

mopolitan character, nevertheless reflects rnd cannot but re-

fleet a certain notional nuenee. It is only in this way that

it becomes a strictly constructive science and can really be

made to serve the cruse of internetionel perce.

In any national milieu there is a tendency towards

exclusiveness, thet is towards en over-estimetion -- at any

rate à partial over-estimation -- of its own value and of

the hostile intentions of other netions acting contrary to

its interests. Properly conceived, the science of intëérna-

tional relations cen effectively counterbelence misunder-

standings of this kind.’

By the very nature of things, the science of inter-

national relations belongs to the rerlm of the juridical

sciences and should be taught chiefly in institutions of higher

learning. Indeed, it is only at this stage of their studies

that students are sufficiently equipped to approach this

science. Iforeover, students can derive practical rdvantages

from it and, in leter years, bring influence to bear on the

life of the community in question and thus promote a better

understanding of international co-operction. With regard to

the secondory schools, it might perhaps be possible for them

to terch some of the notions coming within the sphere of inter-

national relations, as £nd when a morc prominent place is as-

signed to the social, and more particulerly the duridical,

sciences in secondary educc tion programmes.

As regards the progremmes of tenching in the univer-

sity Faculties of Lew end in specirl sehools, such es commer-  



 

cial colleges and schools of politicel science, it would

be desirable to organise a seprrete course on the science of

internetional relations, independently of the existing courses

on jusgentium and, if possible, during the last year of study.

University youth offers the most suiteble ground for

the science of international relstions, though thr t perticu-

ar milieu may produce considereble difficulties, due either

to a lack of interest in the subject or. to the fact that cer-

tein asses of the rising generation start off with an un-

favourable point of view.

Contemporary international lcw manifests certain

tendencies which, without committing any grave error, might

be called democratic, besides certain other tendencies which

also indicate th: t this law has undergone radical changes.

The State to-de y, whatever policy it mey pursue, engages in

an ever-increasing measure the interests of the general masses

of its eitizens in its life and political «sims. Consequent-

ly, not only the sphere of home policy, but international life

and relations as a whole affect the

vidual and lead him to concern himself with internetional

aside the question of e given juridicel

structure of the relationship between internetional law and

domestic law, it must be strongly ¢mphasised thet problems

of jus gentium have penetrated right into the mind of the
a

lergest socinl classes of the population in every country.

Public opinion in countries which rre not even directly con-

cerned with «a conflict has come t> interest itself openly,

thoroughly and spontaneously in the problem of legitimete or 



illegitimate war as well as in the problem of the increase

or decrease of the authority of international law regarding

an act committed in accordance with the policy of the Statesm

concerncd. This phenomenon might be called the "topicali-

sation" of jusgentium in the publie oninion of communities.

Just as modern war hes ceesed to be e conflict be-

tween Kings «nd sovercigns, waged exclusively by the force

of arms, and has become the effort ‘nd sacrifice of an entire

‘nation with all the consequences that ensue, so has intérne-

tionnl policy and, with it, international law, ceased to be

merely the science end instrument of Courts, Foreign Minis

tries, diplomatic posts and university chairs, to become a

series of problems in which the whole of society is keenly

interested.

Iv should bc remembered th-t jusgentium originated

in the writings of scholars who were under the influence of

the doctrine of netural law. Internctional law, like all

carly positive law, came into being first in an ensemble of

juridicel rules bounded by ethical and moral principles and

under ‘the influences exercised by institutions and concep-

tions of domestic low. Iu wés constituted elso by a certain

"ritual" that wes recognised, for relations under jus gentium,

both in the practice of individucl Strtes and in internetion-

al prectiec. Faith in the omnipotence of the juridicel rule

developed in the public mind and in the prretice of the Stetes

undér the influence of the codification of domestic law as €

whole, under thrt of the doetrincs of the positive school rnd,

Lostly nd chiefly, under the remrrkable influence of con-

temporary public law.

In the sphere of internctioncl relrtions, es in the



field of jus gentium, this faith -- like € naturel reaction

gairist the possible recurrence of the horrors

Great War as materialised in such a way thrt interna-

tionel engagements on paper have been multiplied beyond

measure and, in meny instances, uselessly. Positive inter-

пбовес) law has considerably widened the scope of the rules

in force, but it has failed to furnish guarantees sufficient

to ensure world pence, In these circumstances, jus gentiun

could ersily become something deteched from life, only very

prrtly comprehensible to public opinion rnd of little prac-

tical effect when a threat of internrtional conflict arises.

et this point that the science of internrtionel rele-

comes to the «id of jus gentium.

III

ching,

tinetion must be made fi be tween ES tly ebstract

peculiar to codified law and bound up with

the deductive method, and the strictly positive end practical

method which is related to the stems of ordincry lew based

on practice, rnd which finds its counterpart in the inductive

method, Thesc two methods have filled ~nd continue to fill

their perticuloar rDle in the field of jusgentium.

The deductive method makes it possible to rd just

positive practice by bringing it into concordance with the

ideal princinles of internation: justice à with the ethi-

cel principles of human relations. The formulating of the

generrl principles of jus gentium, according to certain theo-

reticnl concepts, by scholars, lesrned or other bodies of rn

international charneter undoubtedly plays ° certrin port in

the introduction of these principles into intern: tional practice, 



The Permanent Court of Internationel Justice -- that

post-war positive conquest of Jus gentium -- frequently re-

fers, in its awards, to tre general rules mentioned in Arti-

cle 38 of its Statutes. Deduction, as a method of learning

and developing jus gentium, has played a definite historical
—ÑÚj].[]

 

rôle and should still be applied today in international prac-

tice. Generally, the principles of jus gentium cannot be for-

mulated otherwise than in very broad terms. ‘hen the need

for bringing them into practice arises, positive results can

be achieved only by their application based on a system of de-

duction.

However, since jusgentium -- in spite of all the
 

 

attempts at codification that have been made -- has fully con-

served its character of customary law, in order thet it may

be understood and applied, 14 is preferable to resort to the

system of induction, with an analysis of concrete cases. In

the practice and mind of nations, these methods represent the

process of formation of certain rules of co-operation which

constitute the very essence of jus gentium.--This method,

which might be termed the method of practice and precedents,

attempts and promises perhaps less than the method of ab-

stract deduction, but it is certainly more reliable from the

point of view of its results.

This method, if applied to international problems,

disputes and difficulties, calls for constructive solutions

óf a strictly limited scope, without mystic phraseology and

free from abstract obligations whose observance cannot be de-

manded in practice. In the realm of international conven-

tions, this method is more appropriate for those conventions

subscribed to by a limited number of parties, than for multi-

 



 

lateral conventions of more extensive scope.

The method of teaching is bound up fairly closely

with the method whereby a scientific Knowledge and the prac-

tical development of the rules of Jus gentium, as explained

above, can be obtained. Account must also be taken of the

didectic factors which are of capital importance in the method
>

of teaching.

TT, in.ine course of teaching, the deductive system

is adhered to, it may easily happen that the explanation given

to the students will be an exposition not of the positive

System of Jusgentium actually in force, but of the system

that should be in force from the point of view of justice and

logie, or that which best conforms to the personal opinions

of the instructor.

Furthermore, the method of induction and precedents

is apt to conceal certein dangers if it is the sole and ex-

clusive method adopted, An international precedent, estab-

lished by one of the organs of jus gentium (Cour t of Arbitra-

tion, a Comission or International Coneress), or by a State

Organ, will have no value from the point of view of juridi-

cal science until it has been suitably introduced in a clas-

sification destined to prove the existence or non-existence

of a certain rule in international law, thet is to say, when

its juridical value has been determined. But the Juridical

valuation of ¢ precedent demands, on the one hand, consider-

able juridical cul ture rnd experience, and, on the other,

the acceptance and approvel of et least a minimum number of

Juridical rules. It is therefore necessary to accept a given

Juridical system thet can be reinforced and confirmed by a

Precedent; in other words, the deductive method must, in a 



certain neasure, be applied.

As regards student psychology, preference should

be given to the method of induction and precedents, without,

however, excluding the deductive method entirely. A person

who is studying a system of law is not yet familiar with it;

he therefore does not know how to clessify the:.precedents

with which he is acquainted or how to estimate their value

from the critical standpoint. Moreover, students have a

certain facility for assimilation and for remembering the

anecdotal part of a case, whieh conceals and some times com-

pletely obliterates the essential part of the problem, that

is the relationship between the precedent end a certain jurid-

ical rule. In the System which applies the method of prece-

dents, there is always a certain mecsure of risk thot the

science of law may become a science that describes events in-

stead of a science of the norms that govern thc home life of

socicti's and the inter-State life of nations.

Still greater difficulties lie behind the applica-

tion of the purely deducti ve method, even if the professor

does not make the mistaxe of expounding the law whieh should

be in force or the system that best corresponds to his per-

sonal views. The existing positive Juridical rule, explained

in a strietly abstract manner, is alweys lifeless and colour-

less for the student. Again, a student unacqueinted with the

conditions of international life and who has no Knowledge of

the cases illustrating the application of the abstract rule,

will always understand the sense of thet rule subjectively and

will not generally react to its objective significance. It

is chiefly by the science of international relations that

this gap in the teaching of jus gentium can be silles,

 



With regard to the science of jus gentium, preference

should be given to the method of precedents, based on the

systems of jus gentium in force, and the me thod of deduction

should be appropriately applied, based on the rules of jus

£entium indisputably ond generally acceptcd.

From the sociological point of view, and from the

standpoint of the origin and content of these rules, law is

indissolubly linked up with the relations it is to govern and

with the social life from which it springs. Domestic law

Which is Im fe sun 18 its foundation, the social, econom-

ic, sentimental and psychological relations of the country

and itself emanates from those relations But the students

brought up in the midst of these relations are more or less

familiar with them.

Viewed from another angle, when it is a question

of jusgentium, thesc rules are based on international life

and society and emanate from them, but this society and

inaccessible to direct observation and, as a rule,

almost unknown to thosc who set out to learn this law. And

it is not only international society and relations that es-

cape the direct observetions of, and are unknown to, students;

the seme apnlies to the conditions of the political

ond intellectual life of other

know nothing about the elements and factors whi

the birth of juridical rules peculiar to international re-

lations. Under these conditions, the science of internetion-

al relations constitutes the foundation and sn indispensable

basis for an understanding of the science of jus gentium.
ow

It must. be note wevur, that the science of in-
›

relations is a branen of science that is essen- 



tially different from jusgentium and which belongs to another

discipline: The science of internationsl reletions is chief-

ly of a descriptive cheracter. It resembles somewhat the

contemporary history of nations; in fact, it touches upon

all its branches: economics, commerce, exchanges, movement

of population, omership end curreney, as well as politics

and culture,

As the science of interne tional reletions extends

over such a broad field, it might be fitted in with the other

subjects comprised in the programme of courses in higher edu-

‘ation institutions. The feature that links up the problems

forming the Selene of international relations is their inter-

nationelity, thet is the link to be found in all spheres of

social life when that life oversteps the boundaries of one

State and influences relations betw:en nations. It is these

relations that constitute Jusgentium end which, conversely,

are shaped by it.

The science of international relations, however,

should not be an exclusively theoretical science. Its rôle,

in so far as the problem of world peace is concerned, will be

all the greater when a larger number of persons studying

this science can come into contact with the members of other

nations. The organisation of this scienec calls not only for

qualified teachers (the course being given preferably during

the final yeers of legal studies) but also and chiefly for a

system of international exchange of students as well as pro-

fessors; the latter could then teach not the general science

of international relations but the special problems which are

at present of interest to the different nations.

In practice, therefore, the science of internation-

 



al relations ought to be accompanied by the science of con-

temporary international problems, and these should be studied

scientifically from the point of view of the nations special-

ly interested. Thus, the science of in national relations

would embrace international questions of present concern to

France, Germany, Great Britain or Poland. In the present

state of international relations, these questions are more

often than not the subject of misleading propaganda instead

of a branch of science that requires objective teaching.

Lestly, mention should be made of the part thet

could be played by student organisations with a view to facil-

itating the science of international relations. They might

make possible direct contact between the university youth of

the different countrics and co-operate in the system of uni-

versity teaching. National and international organisations

of this kind exist already and most of them are actively

flourishing. It is desirable, however, that their activities

should be pursued in close relation with the university in-

stitutes which concern themselves with research end the

science of international law. I would mention, as an example

of effective co-operation along these lines, that established

between the student association "Liga" and the Institute of

Public Law at the University of Lublin.

- IV -

The conclusions to be drawn from the foregoing ob-

servations may be expressed as follows:

1) The scope, necessity and cheracter of the science

of international relations depend chiefly on the problems of

present interest to the nation and State concerned.

2) International problems of current interest end con- 



cerning particular States should be introduced side by side

with the science of international relations.

3} The science of international relations Should be

taught during the last year of juridical studies and might

al so

4) be taught in the senior classes of the secondary

schools as a supplementary subject in the course of contem-

porary Poland.

5) The method adopted in connection with the science

 

of jusgentium in its present form should be based chiefly on

practice, that is to say, on precedents, taking into the full-

est possible account the fundamental principles underlying the

evolution of Jus. gentium end, as far as possible, the science

of contemporary international relations.

6) Concurrently with the courses on the science of in-

ternational relations, there should be organised Exchanges of

professors and every possible step should be taken to facili-

tate student exchenges, Tichanges of students should be or-

gani sed by student associations, in agreement with the profes.

sors in charge of courses of Jusgentium and international re-

lations, and in close co-operation with State authorities and

& competent international body.
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(Translation)
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1. In Italy, the teaching of international rela-

tions has, up to present, been regarded from the standpoint

of the teaching of the history of international relations.

hen instruction in this subject wes first orgenised, the

Juridical tendency predominated and the first courses --

those initiated in the Royal University of Naples shortly

after 1860 -- were held under the designation of "History

of Treaties." Other universities, such as Bologna and Padua,

followed the example, set by the University of Naples and, a

few years later, organised similar courses and even supple-

mented the "History of Treaties" with general notions on

"Diplomacy." After the War, this branch of tesching was de-

veloped on more extensive lines as a result of the creation

of Faculties end Schools of Political Science within the dif-

ferent universities (Rome, Pcruggia, Bologna, Padua, Pavía,

etc. ), wher: an important place was assigned to the teaching

of international relations according to different doctrines.

The Catholic University of Iilan organised a course on the

History of Papal Treaties (Concordats). Other universities

provided instruction in "diplomacy and the History of Trea-

ties," the "History of Treaties," the "History of Treaties

and International Relations," or in "International Policy."

Since the recent reform of university teaching, instruction

in the "History of Treaties and International Policy" has

become & compulsory subject in the Faculties of Political

Science.

The name by which this teaching is known may seem

to be of no great importance, but, in reality, we are forced

to admit that the conception of diplomatic and historicalp 



instruction was abandoned for the idea of historical and jur-

idical teaching, which in turn has become the historical,

juridical and ‘political | teaching of international rela-

tions. In this respect, the form which this teaching has

assumed in Italy differs very considerably from that given in

foreign universities, which conceivethe question rather in

relation with the economic or juridical aspect.

2. Tae work accomplished by the Chairs at Pavía

and Peruggia was completed, under the auspices of these two

universities, by a series of monographs; furthermore, the

University of Pavia has, for the last ten yeers or so, pub-

lished a Yearbook of Foreign Policy in which the principal

problems and outstanding events of the year are discussed from

the organic point о? view.’

3. Side by side with university teaching, mention

should be made of the work undertaken by certain specialised

Institutes. For example:

a) The Milan Institute of International Policy, which,

in addition to its numerous resources, is equipped with a

fine library and publishes a review of international policy,

short monographs on current problems, extensive studies on

problems of a more general character, and, since last year,

a special review of international policy.

b) A few years ago there was organised, as a section

of the Cesare Alfieri Institute in Florence, a Florentine

Bureau of Foreign Policy; this Bureau publishes a well-edited

Review of International Studies containing articles of a scien-

tifie character on questions of international policy, suppor t-

ed by very full documentation, and organises, each year, a  



series of lectures followed by discussions on contemporary

political problems.

е) A Centre for the study of Law and International

Policy was recently sect up in Rome; this Centre has organised

an organic series of lectureson certain fundamental problems,

such as, for eXample, international codification.

a) For more than fifteen years, the Federation of

League of Nations Societies has functioned in Rome; it owns

a well-stocked library of works on international policy; it

assists students and rescarch workers and furnishes them with

the material they require. The Federetion organises lectures

on international questions and, up to the present, has pub-

lished about fifty volumes on the most important interne ti on-

al problems.

Since 1920, certain Institut

lished with the objeet of dealing with questions concerning

some of the important groups. of States with which

Italian policy has close cultural relations. Taken in their

chronological order, these institutes are: the Institute for

Eastern Europe, which concerns itself with the Eastern Euro-

pean States; the Institute for the Middle and Far Bast, which

concerns itsclf with the Asiatic countries of the Far East;

of Germanic Studies, which concerns itself with

peeking and Scandinavian countrics. Other in-

stitutes concern themselves with one country only (Hungary,

Poland, Roumania, Brazil, etc.). The above-mentioned insti-

tutes and associations pursue different activities and the

two oldest have developed to such an extent that they can

rightly rank with the first and foremost of the world. The

Institute for Tastern Murope possesses the finest Slav 



library in Italy and, within the spece of sixteen years, it

has also published a number of reviews, five series of studies

dealing with the political, legal, economic, literary and cul-

tural problems of Eastern Europe. The Institute for the Far

East publishes the review "Oriente Moderno," the most impor-

 

 

tant Journal on Islamic studies published in Italy and one of

the leading reviews of the world dealing with these questions.

It has also published some very notable articles and owns a

200 liner, In these institutes and associations, interna-

tional relations are studicd from a more limited engle but on

a strictly scientific basig, so that within these organisations

there has gradually been produced a school of specialists in

international problems.

5. Since the old but notable experiment made by

+
+
1Nicomede Bianchi, no author has writtena diplomatie hi stor y of

Italy. In the course of the last fifteen yeers, every effort

has been made to encourage the’ publication of monographie

studies and diplomatic documents that can serve as a basis for

synthetic work; this work would, in the present progress of

investigations being carried out in the archives of the former

States and of the Kingdom, however, be premature. Text-books

for university teaching are lacking for this purpose but pro-

fessorial lectures, whether of a general character or in the

form of monographs are polycopied and some of them have been

used for the drafting of comprehensive and fundamental mono-

graphs.
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1. Nature end Scope of International Relations.
cnmm

l. When speaking of international relations, we

should necesserily approach the subject from the sociological

standpoint, since sociology is a science that deals with the

interaction and reaction of men as social beings and with

the interdependence or -- to use the expression deer to

Charles Gide -- social solidarity thet result therefrom. In-

stead of adopting that course, however, consideration is

confined to relations between nations, that is (Report K.32,

page 3) between Governments (organised, sovereign nations)

and peoples. With regard to peoples, when we come to analyse

their relations more closely, we find that it is only very

exceptionally that a people in its entirety comes into dir-

ect contact with another people viewed in its entirety (e.g.:

the subjugation of primitive tribes), andthat in most cases

it is only particular group of classes, such as business men,

emigrants, armies, etc., that come into contact.

2. Examining, first of all, the case of relations

be tween Governments, it will be found that we have here a

field that is organised and regulated -- or, to be more pre-

cise -~ limited in its minor details by international law, in

accordance with the evolution that has taken place in the

course of many centuries, but which nevertheless leeves the

Governments sufficient latitude to pursue their national as-

pirations. The field of international relations as between

Governments is therefore fairly easy to determine.

But it must not be forgotten that a government, as

such, is not an end in itself; it is merely the organ -- the

supreme organ, it is true -- of the nation in its political 
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entity, or, in more definite language, the organ of the class

which, for the time being, enjoys sovereign power in the coun-

try. Hence, sociologieally speaking, the difference between

government and people is not an essential difference but sim-

ply a secondary difference. When, for example, a government

negotiates a commercial treaty with another government, it en-

deavours to secure the maximum advantages for its own people --

producers, traders, consumers, ete.; and this applies to the

majority of eus hiatiens be tween governments, Further, it

way happen that a government will seek to influence a people,

and indirectly а doreen government, not through the agency

of its official PEA but by means of open or covert propa-

ganda addressed directly to a foreign people in its own coun-

try; and, vice versa, a people, whether influenced or not by

foreign propaganda, may possibly bring more or less effective

pressure to bear on its own government in respect of the of-

ficial relations of the governments in question.

3. Side by side with the official relations of

governments, IL within the framework of internation-

al law, there is a vast and rapidly developing network of re-

lations between the different orgenisations “nd individuals

in the political, professional, scientific, artistic and other

fields, quite independent of the governments of the countries

concerned and whose activity takes the form of congresses, con-

ferences and other similar manifestations, but most of which

are organised in the unions, federations, etc., which pub-

lish bulletins, reviews, calendars, ete. Under this head-

ing should be included industrial and agricultural interna-

tional unions, international chambers of commerce, inter-

parliamentary unions, institutes of international law, of

 
 



public law and of comparative law, institutes of administra-

tive science, ete., congresses of historians, mathematicians,

astronomers, etc., etc. A specific example of a powerful

extra-governmental organisation is to be found in the Roman

Catholic Church.

4. On a closer analysis of relations between peo-

ples, or, more strictly, of relations between different

groups or classes (sec above, para.l, in fine), we find that

concurrently with the more or less organised relations re-

ferred to above (para.3), there exists, as in the cases

cited, a vast and varied network of reciprocal influences be-

tween peoples in the matter of language, customs, practices,

fashion, art, literature, ete, There is not a single sphere

of everyday lic or of the special activity of the different

practical or scientific professions thet is entirely free

from the more or less broad or penetrating influence of for-

eign peoples, If we consider what we eat, drink end con-

sume, how we dress (and especially how our womenfolk dress),

how our dwelling-houses are designed, what utensils and

other equipment we use in the household, in the different

trades, in agriculture, etc., and in the various branches

of applied science; how we speak, write, calculate, sing,

play, etc.; what ideas we have of the universe, of Nature

and of the things which surround us in general; how we have

organised our home life, our relations between parents and

children; our system of municipalities, Suate end adminis-

tration, justice, armies, ctc,, etc., we find that all these

features largely depend on the tradition of our forefethers,

which was very often influenced by the imitation of foreign

peoples. Tiey represent a sacred heritage handed down to us 
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through successive generations from the derkest of prchistor-

ic times. And so in the vast field of science, of abstract

ideas, a similar influence manifests itself, not only in the

social sciences —- for that is quite ns tural -- but also on

a more or less loftier plane, namely: in the "pure" sciences

(mathematics, physics, ete.); here we find the same recipro-

cal influences between the savants of the autrement peoples.

In more recent times, it is more particularly sport, aircraft,

films and broadcasting thot have become more and more power-

ful factors in internetional relations, in the broadest sense

of the expression. Ail this, no doubt, falls within the range

of the sciences of international relations. |

May I, in this connection, be allowed to suggest to

our distinguished rapporteur, Sir Alfred Zimmern, tha + with the

assistance of his learned colleagues in the University of 0x-

ford, he should organise an investigation -- similar to that

published in the Legacy Series by the Oxford University Press -

in which an endravour would be made to show how, in the daily

life of a person of the average culture of Turopean civilisa-

tion, may be found traces -- generolly subconscious -- of for-

eign peoples, very often of peoples that are considered infer-

ior or even held in hatred} If such a publication could be

condensed into a volume of not more than 400-500 pages, it

would constitute a manual that would be much sought after, not

only by persons who concern themselves with sociology but also

by all who are interested in history and the other associated

sciences. If would, at the same time, be a vigorous, but un-

fortunately purely theoretical, refutation of that national

or racial exXelusivism which at present three tens the develop-

ment of international relstions.  
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5. ‘If we review the foregoing observations (SS 1-4)

on the conception of internati onal relations from the socio-

logical angle, it will clearly be seen that the whole question

resolves itself into a science that has practically no limits.

Conscquently -- and for reasons of an educational order to

which I shell refer later -- we are necessarily led to confine

pnour field of activity within certain limits; I consider that

the facts and problems enumerated above under os, 2 and 3

are a suitable ground from which we can draw the raw material

for a special science of international relations.

It must not be forgotten, however, that there is

also a sociological aspect of international relations in prac-

tically the whole of the social facts and the sciences which

deal with them. In & great number of the social sciences,

such as political economy, international law, ete., it is al-

ready possible to distinguish very clearly the international

side and the national side (in the political sense) of most

of the problems arising.

6. Then, in the definition given (in the Report,

page 3) to the science of internationel relations, reference

is made not only to governments and peoples but also to the

principles governing the development of relations between them,

the authors have already combined the object of the science in

question with the met

relevant facts must be observed and classified aná, from these

observations and classification abstract laws must be deduced,

as in the casc of any other social science. This point, how-

ever, begins to encrotch upon the second general question
submitted to us.

If one studies international rc lations from a spe- 



cific point of view, say the juridical or economic point of

view, one is almost invariably inclined to take certain ideol-

ogies of this specific science -- e.g. homo juridicus or homo
——i اير —ча —

oeconomicus -- which are pure abstractions existing only in

 

the brain of savants -- for living realities, thereby neces-

sarily distorting the conclusions of such study. This danger

is resent more perticularly in pure juridical science, which

concerns itself with written norms regardless of their prac-

tieal application.

Sociology not only gives us the method to be adopt-

ed for our work, it also serves as a connecting link between

the different special sciences dealing with international re-

lations, including also political, economie and social his-

tory, which would, but for sociology, become disconnected

members in which more atténtion wes given to details than to

the general laws governing the different series of facts. It

is here that Auguste Comte's noble conception of a social

consensus prevails. А

Vice verse, a sociologist who devotes himself to

the study of international relations in the various fields

of political, economic, social and cultural relations, must

respect these special sciences (see Mo. 7 in fine.)

III. Tue aims of the university texching
 

of internationel reletions,
 

From the observations developed under 58 I ana II

above, it may be inferred that, fundamentally, the science

of international relations is merely a branch of sociology,

or rather a sub-division of the special social sciences,

notabiy the political sciences, international law, political



economy, political and economie history. From the education-

al standpoint, which will be given primary consideration in

this Section III of our study, the first general question

which arises is whether this ensemble, more or less closely

defined, can furnish the substance for a subject of special

and autonomous teaching. There will be no hesitation in re-

a

plying to this question in the affirmative. Although we are

dealing with a science the subject matter of which ís common

to several other sciences and although the point of view from

which this subject is studied is only distinct from that of

the other sciences in question, is i = judging from the

experience of other scientific field sufficient to estab-

lish a good claim for autonomy on behalf of

10. Another special and more practical question is

whether a professorial cheir should be created for our science

in institutions of higher learning; setting aside the ques-

tion of funds, which unfortunately plays a decisive part very

often in most of these institutions and, in practice, .this

is the first point to be considered, could a person posses-

sing the necessary qualifications for such a professorship

be found. The question as to which Faculty or which section

of the institution skould be endowed wi

secondary importance in any case, emphasis should be lai

on the féct the in any question of education, considera-
a не

tion should be giventothe organisation of teaching in a

country given as a whole In Central Europe, we. have witnes-

4sac 3 with the universities, the development of

large number of higher technical schools of a general or

Specialised character, for example the commercial schools

which share with the universities the study of sciences which 
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in other countries are studied exclusively in the Universi.

ties. Among these institutions of higher extra-university

teaching should be ranked the Prague School of Political

Sciences, although legally it has not expressly this char.

acter, (In 8 III therefore, highereducation in general

should be discussed.)

il. If, for the reasons mentioned in No. 10, it

is impossible to create a Special chair of international re-

lations, then, as a minimum programme or as a transitory

measure, consideration should be given to the desirability

of entrusting the occupant of another principal chair with

supplementary courses on international relations; here again,

we have an analogy with what has been tried in other fields

of science in which a new Science makes itsappearence first

as an accessory to another science already recognised. (As

rcge H a un fo
?
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un it will be sufficient to refer to the analy-

sis contained in the Report, pp. 7-18.)

I would, however, like to point out that, after

many years of personal experience, all the social Sciences

and especially We Belenge of international rclations pre-

Suppose that the student possesses an cxtensive and thorough

knowledge of history, geography, economics, international

law, ete., and that a stage of successful study can be reach-

ed only in the last few years of the higher education pro-

gramme, Furthermore, it would be extremely desirable. if, in |
the first years of higher education — and by way of prepara-

tion in the secondary and even the primery schools, in view |

of the organisation of this teaching in a country given as |
a whole … the verious branches of teaching which are in con-
tact with international relations could be dealt with in



 

Facilitate the task of 3 education.

in practice, the existence of good text-books,
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The first essential of this problem is obviously to

find out what "International Relations" reelly mean.

Three principal definitions may be suggested under

this heading:

a) as being a sort of Modern Humeni sm ;

b) as a description of the relations between nations;

©) as the contact between Covernments end P-oples in-

volving those principles which underlie their de-

velopment.

Practically, et least fcr the present, only the

second definition seems applicable.

a theory of "Internationel Relations",

taere should neither Te the foundation of a new philosophical

line of thought, which, finally, would lezd to the first def:

nition, nor the setting up of principles to which the relation-

ships between stetes end peoples would be subject, which approx-

imately would be the case in the third instance.

There can, however, be no otjection tc the second

definition teing gradually and carefully extended by including

proposals, in which way existing International Institutions,

or those still to be created, could be built up.

Above ell a difference must bz pointed out distinctly,

namely, whether * communication of knowledge is intended or

merely propaganda.

while the former is of course obviously to the point

and worthy to be striven for, the letter is a much more delicate

matter.

It is quite clear, for example, that no state and no 



sovernment would tolerate any sort of propagenda which was aimed

»cainst their present principles of governaent or the forms of

their constitution.

we have indeed numerous examples of the identification

of certain definite political tendencies with the fostering of

international relations, and just es meny examples of the en-J

tenglements which have arisen from the same.

istory shows us, for instance, that a State in South

"ast Europe has within & few years recognised once the Republi-

can and then again the monarchial constitution to be the only

guarentee for undisturbed international relations, and has made

the same object of decisive election propaganda.

For instance, e greet part of the propaganda carried

out by Internetional Communism can be identified with the slogans

"Communism means Peace, Capitalism mesns Wart, and certain so-

called international groups can be pcinted cut as claiming to

have a patent for undisturbed international relations. What,

however, must be presupposed is complete non-intervention and

complete ron-aggression, regarding the forms of governaents ir

various states, and the social end political structure of the

single states in themseives.

"hereby the second question of the four additional

questions ís solved.

Academic freedom is not infringed upon as

inner construction of the state is nct interfered with. Any

interference would naturally be considered as en abuse of Aca-

demic freedom in every state and would be prevented. A large

part of question three, however, is enswered by this statement:

namely, at there cen be no objection to the discussion of In-

ternetional Relations in an educational system es long as the

above mentioned point is considered. 



 

But in view of this problem being a rather compli-

cated one, it would appear to be a practical subject only after

some preliminary instruction has been successfully carried out,

i.e. only in the last class of an elementary school, in the

upper classes of Secondary schools and the Universities. The

same applies to point 4; namely, to the instruction of adults.

The so-called post graduate studies have not the

same importance in all countries.

That these studies, however, are suitable for the

spreading of knowledge regarding international relations is

quite certain, wherever their importance is recognised.

Free and private schools,elso the so-called Peoples

Universities end similer Institutions, would be particularly

apt; but just with regard to these, non-intervention in the

inner construction of the state is of special importance, as,

in a number of countries, such schools were used for means of

propaganda end, therefore, are or were regarded with a certain

amount of suspicion.

Although Point 1 regerding a precise definition of

"International Relations" hes been partly deslt with previously,

it should be further touched upon in connection with the treat-

ment of the question from a scientific point of view.

state that a whole row of subjects are con-

cerned with this question of International Relations,

obtain by systematic survey, more or less the following list:

(Political Economy, particularly Commercial
(Policy

(Finance
The Science of

a (Transport
Economies

(History of Political Economy

(Commercial Geography 



(International Law
&) Private Law
b) Public La

(Constitutional Law ) Particularly
Legal Sciences ) internetional

(Theory of forms of government ) relations

(Diplomatie History

(International Cultural Relationship
General Theory
of Internation- (International Art
al Relations

(International religious connections etc.

Only by this we cen see thet there is scercely any

Zeonomie or Legal Science which does not play a grest part in

the. question of "International Relations’, while over or above

these, under the heading "General Theory of International Rela-

tions" really ell the spheres of Culture and Civilisation ean

be treated in one way or another from the view point of "Inter-

national Relations”.

The question if a special subject of tuition can be

evolved as "International Relations", or whether the scme be

more particulerly stressed in other lectures, seems to be one

of practical adaptability.

If in eny educational establishment the Economie or

Legel sciences are so extensively teught as to allow the que g-

tion of international contacts to be treated es such, then a

special subject "International Relations" is superfluous.

If this is not the case, such an encyclopaedical

lecture or such a subjeot of tuition seems to be appropriate

for communicating comprehensive and general knowledge. It can-

not be overlooked that in the present stete of affairs, parti-

cularly in University studies, economie and legel sciences are

so specialised that universal and comprehensive knowledge is

difficult to be found even in most famous teachers.
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In fact, there would appear to be a denger that,

rightly or wrongly, the exponents of the verious sciences deal-

ing with international matters would make the. objection that the

lecturer on a special subject "Internetionel Relations" could

not possibly possess sufficient Knowledge of all those branches

which fall under this heading.

The time of encyclopaedic knowledge seems to be over

as a result of the development and enlargement of each single

scientific field.

In such Institutions where numerous chairs for Law0
2

and Economics are already established, it would seem however

practicable to authorize a ledturer to hold again in contact

with the Professor of his Faculty comprehensive lectures on the

field in question, which would heve the character of recapitu-

If, however, owing to ea lack in the above mentioned

discirlines, a special subject "Internationel Relations" could

be arranged for the most part in support of the trenches mention-

ed, it must be borne in mind that lectures on such separate

fields, dealt with only partially, should not leed to the seme,

being torn apart from their real connection, for instance, Com-

mercial Policy ebroad should not be treated as apart from

National Economy as a whole, or the field of Internetional

Treaty Lew end so on.

Finally, two things seem to me to be important with

regard to the propagation of Knowledge of matters concerning

"International Relations":

Firstly, that in the school texts of the various sub-

jects those chapters which deal with international relations

should be systemeticelly marked and set apart. Such setting

apart of matter in important sehool-books would facilitate the
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Family law - In
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The second heading - "Structure of International

n>t only covers large ground but is als) the most 
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delicate to deal with; it brings in a great number of different

subjects for study:

Ethnically: Population and l'igration - Races - Nation-

alities — Colonisation. - Territorially: (Most of the requisite

knowledge regarding geographyis presumably acquired in second-

ary education). - Economically: Raw materials - Communica-

tions + International trade - llonetary systems - Finance. -

Economic and social structure: Capitalism - Communism = Agri-

cultural, commercial and industrial civiligations.- Political-

 

atly: Comparstive Constitutional Law - Various forms of govern-

ment - Municipal administration - Political and social ideals

of the different countries.- Psychologically: Religion - Lit-
cmes 

+

erature - Languages.

It should thus be possible to discern the bases of

international relations and to recognise the existence or

non-existence of internetional or extra-national societes, and

perhaps to determine their regional, continental or world

range as well as their consisteney.

eo це

The third heading: "Institutions of international

society" is more largely but not exclusively Juridical:

Inter-State relations - History of Treaties -— Diplo-

matic relations - History of international public law, and

international public law - Jus gentium - International insti-

tutions - Prevention of conflicts - Arbitration - Internation-

al Administration - International Government - Collaboration

in the matter of local administration, police services, com-

munications, etc. - International Private Law - Comparative

Law - Labour Law - Unofficial international institutions -

cartels, etc. - Corporative laws foreign to the State.

 
  



 

These are only general headings which certainly

need to be completed. However: superficial this plan for the

teaching of international relations may be, i% nevertheless

points to the fact that this teaching is on the verge of be-

coming intermingled with the teaching of the social sciences.

B.- The teaching of the social sciences figures in
 

the programme of all universities, at least
 

in France.

is not the place to express any

opinion on the teaching of the social sciences in France, but

attention must, neverteless be called to some of the shortcom-

ings which, with the ways and means available, would hinder

the carrying out of a programme such as we have outlined.

shortcomings are chiefly noticeable in the

ovincial universities, for in the en steblishments the

funds at their disposal permit of

eny desired subject.

There are, moreover, very few subjects that could

taught in a provincial university by specialists, who

.devise a plan for including the closely allied subjects

suffieient numbe f students could be

their course.

ne bjects which would seem to be the most gener-

mitted in many of the provineial university programmes

ethnology, history of economies (very often sacrificed

for the history of economic doctrines) and the so-called

"courses in national cultureg" (though these can, in many

replaced by courses in comparative or foreign liter

and to this list should be added the Mi story of 



  
E treaties.

However this may be, these lacunae - which, more-3 , 3

E over, are not a general characteristic - are insignificant.

| It may therefore be asserted that any student who

| wishes to do so can follow a complete study course in the

| social sciences and, hence, in international relations in any

| big French university, and this would appear to be the. case

4 also in any country of importance.
;

tne teaching of international relations means

the teaching of the sociul sciences, end if these sciences area

taught in the university, what is lacking to ensure s good

N organisation of International Studies?

Lanit be said that the teaching of international re-

lations is purelyandsimply the teaching of the social sciences

 

 

from the international point of view and that the programmesÀ

 

 
  

planned on a national basis do not tele the requirements of this
 

i:

 

я teaching into account?

i There is no difficulty in asscrting that such is not

Е: the case. It is not easy to see how the greater part of the

| social sciences, if taught as sciences, could be taught from

: the national or from the international point of view. Whether

ض it be a matter of geography, sociology or political econony,

anno t be dealtwith exclusively from the

national standpoint, and no institution of higher learning at-

tempts to do so. Neither is it possible or desirable to deal

k with them exclusively from the international viewpoint.
т
AN

either case, any departure from the established principlesطن

i would be most regrettable. There can be no doubt, therefore,

| 1 . 1 чо » 0 .| that in thís respect the teaching of these subjects which

figure in the programmes of higher education establishments
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are perfectly adapted to the teeching of international rela-

tions.

It does not: even seem desirable that a student

wishing to specialise in the study of international relations

should endesvour to restrict his programme by taking, for ex-

ample; in a course of political economy, only such questions

as directly relate to internstional affairs; in most cases,

it is impossible to separate them from national questions,

with which they are interlaced; and even if this were possi-

ble it would not be desirable, A student would, indeed, ac-

quire a strange culture if, for example, he were versed in

the history of Europe but knew comparativélylittle about the

domestic history of his own country. It is surely not more

desirable that the knowledge of a person should stop outsidc

the frontiers of his own country than inside.

It is true that for certain subjects, such as his-

tory, it is easier to see the danger of teaching them from a

national point of view,- but we must not forget, in a system

of higher education, the dangers of a history conceived not

as a science but as a medium of propaganda. Tais is, how-

ever, a difficulty that can be surmounted only by the scicn-

tific culture of the teachers, end in so fer as this diffi-

cul ty may. be encountered it would bë broaching a general prob.

lem of intellectusl training far beyond the scope of the ques-

tion we are here discussing.

The criticisms that we have hcerd consequent upon

an enquiry on school text-books related essentially to elemen-

tary education; and even then it is probable that due impor-

tance was not given to the books examined, for the manner in

which the members of the committees responsible Гог the
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choice òf tcxt-books dcstincd for publie éducátion in8

are appointed, offers every guarantee against the danger of

chauvinism.

A more immediate danger underl ying the teaching of

history from e national point of view would be -- apart from

eny question of propaganda -- the tendency in each country to

adopt a self-centred attitude which would result in stressing

only what related to national uni ty and in omitting to essign

a true value to other facts, the absolute importance of which

would, > however, be greater,

This isa danger avoided, at any rate, by the system

of teaching history in French secondary schools and institu-

tions of higher learning. It is well to emphasies the fact

that, for many years past, the programmes of secondary schools

have not only reserved a prominent place for the history of

other countries -- especially European countries -- but also

for Euroveen history in general.

The tesching ofhistory as conceived in the Uuiversi-

ties isalso adapted to the study of international relations.

The: same cannot, perhaps, always be said of certain

subjects, indispensable for the study of international rela-

tions, taught in the Faculties of Lew. These Feculties have

t2> long remained professional schools of jurists and, in con-

sequence, the juridicel disciplines are there taught very often

in a manner that allows a tos exclusively national point of

view to dominete the professional training of lawyers.

NTNM) such criticism can be formulated in regard to the

economie sciences or ts international publie law. It should

te pointed out that without exception all Faculties of Law

provide for the teaching of international public law, in the |

 



course of which the rôle of international institutions is nat-

urally explained.

It is rather the indispensable teaching of the his-

tory of law that is ill adapted t> the needs of students of

international relations and, more generally, of the social

sciences. The history of law is very often conceived as a

history of Roman law and French law; consequently, all that

relates to ‘juridical sociology has to be left aside, no place

being reserved for institutions of common law,

This omission is partly made good by the creation,

in many Faculties, of professorships or cdurses of comparative

law which can very well devote time to the teaching of the com-

parative history of law.

This instruction in comparative law has been eccom-

panied -- notably in Paris and in Lyons -- by the establish-

ment of institutes of comparative law which concern themselves

with the study of the juridical, public and private institu-

tions of other countries, as well as with economic law and

labour legislation. They furnish an opportunity of studying

international questions which are not always deelt with else-

where, such as questions of comparative constitutional law

and comparative local government, Whercver these institutes

exist, students of international relations will find grouped

in a convenient way all the courses they require within the

competence of the Faculties of Law.

The conclusion reached therefore is that, either
  

the Faculties of Letters or in the Faculties of Law, apart

—_س
from a few exceptions of minor importance, all the courses

instruction necessary for higher international studies are

be found grouped together.
  



As regards the proper organisation of these courses

and in so far as this can be done with resources of an ex-

clusively national character, efforts in that direction should

no doubt be made less in the educational field than in the

sphere of documentation. The funds and resources at the dis-

posal of provincial university libraries are too limited to

enable them to acquire contemporary foreign works. Rapid doc-

umentary research is almost impossible outside Paris, for ex-

ample, one could visit all the public and private libraries

of even the largest provincial towns, and even those attach-

cd to the different Consulates, and fail to find a single

American publication.

A serious effort should therefore be made in the

library field, not only with a view to facilitating research

but also for teaching purposes.

D.- Unfortunately, although there is nothing

to prevent a student who wishes to do so from taking up the

complete study of International Relations, particularly in

Paris, where numerous centres of instruction and documenta-

tion are to be found, it must be admitted that very few

students avail themselves of these facilities. This state of

affairs, according to the surveys prepared by Profe ssors Shot-

well and Bailey, is not peculiar to France.

We find the same situation in the big universi-

ties of Turope and the United States; considerable facili-

ties are offered for the study of international relations but

students rarely take advantage of them.

The question of a good organisation of international

studies is therefore essentially a problem of recruiting in-

terested studentse
   



  

Is it to be inferred from this lack of "clientèle"

that the teaching of international relations does not meet &

real need and that any organised efforts would fail through the

abstention of students?

It can readily be affirmed that such is not the cèse

and that if, in spite of the existence of the requisite courses

of instruction, no students come forward, the reason lies in

fact that, as at present organised, these courses do not sat-

isfy their requirements.

The next consideration is that a far larger number

of students who, without wishing to specialise in internation-

al relations, would find in this type of studies conceived on

a broad basis, as a form of instruction in the social sciences,

a general training better suited to their needs as business

men or commercial managers than that offered to them in the

present French system of law degrees or literary diplomas.

wl w

The existence of this first category of students

desirous of devoting themselves exclusively to the study of

international relations is shown by the fact that certain in-

Stitutions concerned with international studies are attended

by a large number of students; for exemple, the Graduate In-

stitute of International Studies inGeneva.
 

It is to be noted that whereas National Institutes

of International Studies have but & small number of students,

the International Institute has quite a big following.

Does this not prove that students realise that In-
 

——للا 
ternational Studies must be pursued in e true international

setting ifthey are to yield the maximum fruit? 



It should be possible to develop a following such

s ís secn at the Geneve Institute and to furnish it with

whet 1t is seeking by establishing collaboration between the

universities of the different countries, with a view to creat-

>

ing coordinated instruction in three or fo different coun-

tries and leading up t2 a reelly international diploma joint-

ly awarded by these national universities; such

should induce the governments of the countries to which these

universities belong to recognise the wvelue of the diplome.

It might thus be possible to reach students working for State

competitive examinations and to provide them with a treining

broader then that given in the natisnal schools.

organise tion might be brought about
 

tubing a cartel among the different universities, or, better
mntres احلتوسليواناوجمال eaA)A,ch امي —[] —[ me Lan

still, between the university institutes atteched to them.
—.. جامي не 

have seen thet most of the big universities pro-

vide all the instruction required; without disturbing their

programmes, would it not be easy to draw up thc syllabus of

term of study in agreement with the foreign universities

admitted to membership of the cartel? Students who have set

their hesrt on obtaining the diploma of internetional studies

attend an agrecd mumber of terms in the

universities of different countries, and at the end of each

term would be given a certificate of proficiency if success-
|

ful. Late ina university which they would be free to choose, |

they could prescnt a thesis and receive a diploma carrying with

it the authority of the cartel.

It would certainly be desirable. that the last term

should be spent in an international institution, such a

Geneva Iustitute, the tuition being of a nature to furnish e 
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these lines, the utili-

of university in-

then the universities themsclves would be pre-

of the rigidity of university diplomas; these

more flexible organisation.

organisation suggested should necessarily be

ystem inÍ foreign travelling studentships;

studentships already exist and all that is

of the manner in which thew are

effort ‘should be directed to obtaining

a a
3by the different Stetes, of the value of the

awarded.

the other end more nuuerous follow-

instrument of gencral culture in the

inces, far grerter importance should

sciences than to he: each.

nel relations alone; in our opini n, how-

cha soientifie tsroh—point whether

relations can be very different from

of the social sciences, or this category

problem varies with the university estab-

different countries.

ofas france is concerned, the existence

may be noted,



for instence, that when international courses, such &s compar-

ative law or international relations, were introduced in the

Faculties of Law, and when these courses were made optional

for a State diploma —- though they may be regarded to be of

less direct value from the point of view of professional train-

ing than certain other courses -- they were attended by a sub-

stantial number of students. The number of theses presented

on these subjects amply proves the interest awakened in student

circles.

Unfortunately, the present organisetion of univer-

sity diplomas in France does not allow a student wishing to

secure them to pursue coherent studies in the social sciences,

because the study of the different sociel sciences is distrib-

uted between two Faculties -- Letters and Law -- heving scarce-

ly any contact one with the other. A student working for his

licentiateship in law is obliged to follow a course of lega

professional training which he could dispense with if all he

is a general training in the soeial sciences; or, agein,

if he chooses the licentiateship "es-lettres", all the econom-

ic and political subjeets figuring in the progremue of the

Faculties of Law are of no assistance to him in obtaining his

diploma; 2nd he is, moreover, compelled to study Latin at the

risk of retarding his progress.

Now a student, even i > hes no immediate utiliter-

ian aims, sets out to secure a diploma, and the diploma whose

prestige and utility attrect
 
 

If there were some system of coordination between the

Faculties of Law and the. Faculties of Letters, enabling them

to award e licentiateship diploma of social sciences, students

would be forthcoming and the higher teaching of international  



 

relations would thereby be assured, even if it were designated

by some other name.

Emphasis might perhaps be laid on the importance of

this stondpoint of "internstional relations" y generalising

the professorshi llotted to the study of international re-

to reveal the existence of

students who are still incapable of discover-

when studying the social sciences.

of international rela-
 

tions on the ne Le he probler - 111 France ive TesttsE همسيوما—
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social sciences given in the Faculties € 11612 8 and of that

 

given in the Feculties of Law, and into awarding of a

Single diploma.

n
fnis coordination, moreover, already exists in a

sure ;

The social sciences are treated as a comprehensive

group at the Ecole Libre des Sciences Pulitiques.

school is, in fect, an cstablishment for the

higher international vr

in that respect.

The Ecole

isolated institution

education:

icentiateship,

Торе Раба Жо think of the se bio oT aT

faculty. vie Soclal sciences; such on step would meet
With opposition not only on traditionsl grounds but also
for finnmnis — а 4“Or financial reasons. Attempts such as that mede ct>
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Str: Sburg to establish faculty of. Law and Social Sciences 
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be of too limited scope, the recruiting of profes-

restricted to those who have received lefal pro-

fessional training, thus cramping the teaching of the social

sciences,

The solution would seem to lie more in an inter.

penetration of the courses given in the Faculties of Law and

the Faculties of Letters. Efforts heve already been made in

that direction by meny universities which have erected insti-

tutes of mixed social sciences, But, more often than not,

these institutes are centres of resesrch ond the diploma they

issue -- whatever may be its value -- is not of surficient

importance to attract a greater number of students.

With a view to the organisotion of the teaching of

the social sciences and, at the same time, by a flexible sys.

tem of options, to establish the teac of internationel

relations, it might perhaps suffice if what already exists

in embryo were developed. The utility of inter-pene

between the Façulties of Lew and the Facultie

clear, since law students are allowed to regi

Faculties of Letters without having to pay any extra fees and

since, morcover, the division of the licentiateship of letters

into certificates enables the students noose the subjects

of ionic ict the certify cates from among those aught at the

Faculties of Law; it must be said, however, that few students

exercise this option With a little more Flexibility it

would be possible to introduce a mixed licentisteshi

sociel sciences, accompani ed by a system of cer:

either for letters or for low, thereby producing «e liceni-

tiateship for the social sciences.

To sum up, it may be said thet the problem of «a good
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Remarks on the provisional agenda for discussion,

at ladrid, of the University Teaching of International Rela-

tions - for submission to the Rapporteur.

It is certainly a matter for general satisfaction

that time is to be found during the forthcoming Ninth Inter-

national Studies Conference, for discussions, in continua-

tion of those begun last summer, on the extremely important

subject of university teaching in our general field. And

everyone will be grateful to the Executive Committee for

having prepared so Jugge stive and promising a provisional

agenda as that on which some of us have been invited to sub-

mit our observations to-day.

As the time allotted ‘to these discussions is limi-

ted to two meetings, the Rapporteur will doubtless be anxious

tc obviate as far as possible any loss of time on points that

are unlikely to reveal significant differences of opinion.

Better to concentrete on questions ‘about which there is like.

ly to be a variety of views. It is sugee sted that, to fur.

nish a detailed basis for discussion, the Rapporteur might

usefully include in his circulated commentary a series of

elementary affirmations on the several items proposed by the

Executive Committee - with-the idea that in so far as these,

or any of them, might be found. to pass unchallenged they

might for the time being be assumed to represent a measure

of general agrecment. At so relatively early a stage in

what it is hoped may be a whole serics of discussions, there

can be very few truths so self-evident as not to be worthy 



of explicit enunciatisn. And what may scem self-evident to

some will perhaps be deemed controversial byere, T7

now procecd to formulate, in illustration of my proposal, a

serics of elementary stetements of the sort that might, I sub-

mit, be usefully laid down, as a basis of discussion, by the

Rapporteur.

International Relations. The tcrn "international
 

relations" is commonly employed -- like,

"physiology" -- in two distinet though rela-

applied on the one hand to a certain academie "subject" or

"discipline"; and, on the other hand, to the real-life "gub-

ject-matter" thercby to be studied. What is meent by "inter-

national relations" as a real-life subject-matter, is doubt-

less sufficiently known —- for it is with the study of this

subject-matter that all the institutions represented in our

(Conference are officially concerned. To define it (or them? )--

even were this an easy thing — may therefore be © on-

sidered supsrfluous,

In any event international relations, like indus-

trial relations, are a facct or aspect of

dured under contemporary conditions on this planet. They©

an obvious element in the resent-day ene, an important,3

complex element, elusive in its nature, little undcrstood,

and a challenge to the best intelligence of mankindLe

As ап асайе@1с discipline, "international relations"

is simply the study of the real-life subject-matter mentioned

above. Like political science, sociology and others of the

social sciences, it is already a more or less developed "sub-

ject", with an independent existence of its own and always in-

viting criticism as to its bearing upon the given subject-  



 

 
 

matter with which it is supposedly concerned.

International Studies. Now, as.is the case with
 

industrial relations, it is one thing to declare that in

international relations we have a distinct, self-existent,

unitary subject matter, but quite another thing to sug-

gest that an understanding of it is best to be pursued by

way of a single "study" or discipline. This subject-matter

has a multiplicity of distinguishable aspects or constit-

uents, and in its investigation. thc principle of special.

isation end the division of labour applies as elsewhere.

It is not only from the specifically designated "teacher

of international relations" that the student will receive

necessary light on the nature of international matters.

Amongst others who can materially minister to his needs

there are the geographer, the psychologist, the historian,

the "constitutionalist", the economist and the interna-

tional lawyer. The business of each of these is first snd

foremost with that specialised line of inquiry which is

by definition his own. The light he supplies to the

student of international relations is an incidental, in-

direct fruit. of the studies to which he personally is

dedicated.

Thus we sce that, seeking thc fullest possible

insight into the nature of international affairs, the

Student will engage not merely in that directly relevant

academico discipline called "international relations", He

will be committed incidentally to a whole category of what,

from his standpoint, are aptly termed "international studies".

Our conference, in changing, recently, its name,

Will not have changed the field of its interest. The change 



at most reflects a tacit recognition of the way in which a

single subject-matter invites investigation along a number

of scientific avenues. We see a variety of

all are the proper:concern of a single student, animated by

n single "urge"; this perhaps is what led the Executive Com-

mittee into writing of "international studies" (in the plural)

as if they formed a single "Scientific discipline”,

The teacher of international relations. ‘hat then

2is the sphere of the teacher of international relations,

functioning under that express description? The scope of his

business will vary according to his circumstances. If teach-

ing in isolation, he would cover, as far as possible, the en-

tire field, the whole category of "international studies".

The difficulty, nay, the impossibility, of such an undertek-

ing will be as evident to his students as to Hin NG the

other end of the scale imagine a teacher blessed with the

co-operation of persons competent in all the other special-

ised international studies; he will vet find himself fully

enough occupied in the undifferentiated, co-ordinating, syn-
 

thetic eXposition of international relations as 81011. If
 

it is not for him бо mine the ore, to hew the timber, to

mix the paint, it remains for him to build the ship. Even

were he to make no sound himself, he would still be required

to conduct the orchestra: though in fact he too has an in-

strument to perform on, a noise to contribute to the gener-

al pandemonium. "International institutions", and "current

international problems" are eXamples of the international

studies for which as teacher of international relations he

will need to take responsibility himself.

International studies as a scientific discipline.
  

 



 

The Executive Committee has written of this discipline, or

these disciplines, as "scientific". What is properly to be

understood by that? There is one conspicuous sense in which

the teaching of international relations might be scientific

without therefore satisfying the criteria of our Conference;

», for that matter, of the institutions represented there.

in. Propaganda, i age tin à à in the most thorough

degree scientific -- based on a scientific investigation of

propaganda technique. No. The ideal of our institutions is

not 80 explicitly scientific teaching 2s scientific study,

and teaching congenial thereto. It Is to the scientific

study of international relations that our institutions are

dedicated: and presumably, where they interest themselves in

teaching, it le in that kind of teaching which aims to pro-

duce scientific students. But, in what senst "scientific"?

Ich unavoidable confusion is apt to be introduced

into this sort of enquiry by the quoting, from writers on

scientific methods, of statements inspired by,and valid in

relation to, practice in the field of the natural sciences.

it to be said that except by the ritual of observation,

hypothesis, experiment and generalisation there can be no

scientific advance? It is submitted thet in the field of

the 300 sciences the test of a scientific investigation

may properly be different. The scientist may have to be re-

cogniscd in the light of his aims and interests. Study, even

of international relations, iy be pursued for a variety of

purposes; but the study of your authentic scientist is pe-

culiar in that it is, to all intents and purposes, actueted,

governed, guided, by nothing other than a single-minded de-

votion to truth, the desire for a deeper understanding, a 



truer insight, a fuller knowledge.

Aims. So, the question of "aims" in a sense is

answered already. The aims of the student will be scientif-

ie, the aims of the teacher adapted to the needs of the

student. Yet there is one further remark to made. If

aims are to be discussed at liedrid, the ‚ and with

him the participants, will do well to keep seperate the exam-

ination of separate things. The ains professed by individ-

uals and institutions will in themselves be & matter of in-

terest. The aims in fact pursued would equally be worthy of

notice if indeed the teacher himself coula always be con-

scious of his own intentions. But the aims

Madrid will no doubt include also the ideal cime, 5]

which "ought" to be pursued. And what is the criterion of

this "ought"? Is it a matter of ethics, of academic se lf-

esteem, of political expediency? Perhaps, after all, there

is little that need be said. Given that the study is to be

scientific, the aims are already defined. And, incidentally,

as a condition sine quanon —- there must be full academic

freedom: otherwise, the teaching may indeed be scientific,

but not in the respectable sense.

Then, again, the question of "compatibility". If

professed or actual aims are to be considered the answer will

ary with varying educational systems. If ideal aims, the

discussion may become a little unreal, for it is only under

existing educational systems that we cen in practice hope to

promote a study of international relations,

The "place" of international studies. This is not,
 

at bottom, a question for teachers of internationel relations,

who cannot after all be expected to answer it without bias. 



It is a question of broed educational poliey, involving socicl,

political, even strategic, considerations which to a mere

scientist may seen essentially irrelevant. How can a civilised

citizen be described as educated if he has not thought deeply,

open-mindedly, intelligently about international affairs? The

answer to this depends upon our definition of education.

Yet perhaps the Executive Committee in framing ques-

tion (2) will merely have been seckihe light on the appro-

priate stage for commencing a study of international relations.

One is tempted to say that if time can be found for such a sub-

jeet it is never too soon to begin. Ought not the student

first to "finish" his economics, his history, his law? Yes,

gertalnly, if he is sxpecting shortly to "finish" his inter.

national relations. The question was not, when to finish,

but when to begin? There seems to be no doubt that an intro-

duction to the study of international relations will serve as

an excellent stimulus to the more serious and purposeful

study of history, political science, economies and the rest,

Lostly, a word concerning the actual arrangement

of the existing draft agenda. Since this is described as

"provisional" it will perhaps be in order to hope that the

Rapporteur may decide to frame the final agenda in a slight-

ly different way. IIight not the discussion be taken in two

General - in which speakers would each in turn voice

his comments upon the whole of the Rapporteur's documents;

(ii) Detailed - in which a more systematic and meticulous

discussion could be promoted of those issues which would

have been revealed as calling for such further treatment?

If a further suggestion may be offered it is that, 



in substitution for the topics as formulated in the present

draft agenda, speakers should be invited to treat the subject

of "University Teaching of International Relations" under the

following heads:

The subject-matter.

The academic subject.

student.

teacher — or teachers?

The methods of study and instruction.

The circumstances (university organisation, €te.).

The existing agenda can, I submit, be fully dealt

with under this scheme, which seems to me to get the various

elements of the problem arranged in something more like their

logical order.
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If the discussions which are to take place at the

Vadrid Session of the International Studies Conference, on

the subject of International Relations, arc to be of any

practical value in attaining the aim which is doubtless en-

visaged by all who accepted this. theme as & subject for study, 
we think it extremely desirable to develop Point 3 of the

egenda drawn up for that session and to incorporate it in the

programme of the International Studies Conference.

It is interesting to note that all the institu-

tions members of the Conference have devoted their attention,

more or less, to the study of international relations. The

new text submitted to the International Institute of Intel-

lectusl Co-operation -- Doc. K.46,1936 -- at the administra-

tive meeting of the Minth International Studies Conference states this quite cletrly in Para II, 3 a), which provides

that, in principle, any institution or group of institutions

concerned with the tezching or scientific study of interna-

tional relations can be admitted to membership of the Con-

ference.

This definite statement, besides other considera-

tions which should be examined under another head, shows how

desirable it seems to regard the study of International Rela-

tions merely as a post-university subject and to recommend

that the institutions concerned should, while remaining in

close contact with the University, be sufficiently flexible

in their organisation and working -- a flexibility that they

can acquire only by being independent and autonomous.

International Relations, in the very broed sense

given to the expression by the Conference, should be inte-

  



grated by complex factors that contribute to the building up

of a comprehensive work with a variety of elements and mater-

ial, forming distinct branches of learning and even distinct

Faculties, such as Faculties of History, etc. To achieve

this, the organisation of the teaching of international re-

lations cannot be confined to a given section of the Univer-

sity without spreading to other quarters, although, if the

results are to be fruitful, it relies on the University and

demands the co-operation of professors from the different

University Faculties and Special Schools, and even that of

eminent writers, who should, in any case, be required to ex-

pound their views in a spirit of complete objectivity and

strictly in accordance with recognised scientific principles.

There is, however, another fundamental point which

must be taken into consideration when investigating 211 that

relates to the study and to the teeching of international re-

lations, namely: the end in view and the manner in which this

study and teaching are organised.

In the summary of the proceedings of the Tighth In-

ternational Studies Conference held in London, two aia

clearly defined: The first, whieh is of an individual charac-

ter, is the training of an intellectusl élite; in our opinion,

it would be preferable to devise a concrete method of train-

ing the technical and professional elements of the States, in

so far as their work concerns the concept of International Re-

lations in the broadest sense of the expression. The second,

which is of a collective character, consists in seeking to

influence publie opinion in the different countries with ea

view to promoting a spirit of perce and mutual understanding

between nations.
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The se two aims, end particularly the second, cen

more easily be imposed on institutions which are not control-

led by, or pleced under the compulsory guardiznship of the

Government, as is the case, in other countries, with the Uni-

versities, and which enjoy the greatest possible freedom in

the organisation of their activities.

Institutions which devote themselves to the study

end terching of Interns tional Reletions should necesserily

remain in touch with the burning questions that are constant-

ly arising in international life; they should examine these

problems .in the light of daily realities; such с course per-

haps comes, into conflict with the customs end spirit of the

University... The scientific method zdopted for thc study of

these problems should differ from thet commonly employed for

the study of university subjects.

If, after hrving thus synthesized the two aims

above outlined, we examine the content of Internrtionel Re-

lations, we think that the orgenisetion of their study and

teaching should include:

) The scientific investigetion of the facts andcan-

sequences deriving from the events that teke place in in-

ternational life;

b) The teaching of the results obtrined in the train»

ing of those who are to become the technierl end professionel

elements of the State; professors, diplome ts, Government scr-

vants, commercial agents, etc.; it must be understood that

the organisetion of this teaching should not be limited to

the exclusive training of such a class of persons, although

this mey be its principrl object; rather should it be de-

Véloped in order to produce an élite of minds interested in 
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international questions, side by side with another clrss com

posed, for example, of lawyers, writers or Journalists, mil-

itary experts, trode Specialists, ete.;

©) The influencing of public opinion in exch country

by means of lectures, Press commniqués, newspcper ond review

articles, wireless talks, ete., with a view to disseminat-

ing the concepts of intellectual policy which exert their in-

fluence on the respective countries, producing or provoking

trends of thought that will bring about better inter-pene-

tration between the different peoplesCoe

If the objects indies ted above are to be achieved,

in the sense and in thet Spirit of. collaborrtion which the

International Studies Conference proposes to observe, it will

be necessery to devisea means of establishing contact rná

concordance between the activities of the institutions con-
cerned with the study ang teaching of Internationsl Relations.

We cannot leave all that relates to this abject to the inde-

pendent ond spontaneous efforts of each of thesc institutions,

for there would then be a danger that, for some reason or

another, the work of each of these institutions might lead to
separction and isolation instead of helping to establish the

desired liaison.

To avoid this danger, we think it necessary to es-
tablish a system of liaison between the different netional in-

stitutions, whether they be university institutions or other-
wise, and also with those of an internationel character, con-

stituted for thet purpose. There can be no doubt thet, with

such n system, the different Schemes and methods of study in
this field would be improved and it might perhaps be possible<

to arrive at «a unification of all the subjects of similer
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branches of terching in which such unifiestion sceped practi-

cable, or nt least to ensure a certain uniformity in, and

the dissemination of, mutual knowledge of the work individ-

uclly underteken as well as of the material assembled in erch

country.

Furthermore, in view of the special cherecter attech-

=
ing to the subject of International Relr tions, we think it0

3

necessery to estrblish contact between the centres for the

study end terching of International Relations end the organi-

setions thet determine or interpret the guiding principles gov-

erning such relations. For example, direet ecqueintence with

the different orgns of the League of Netions, such as the As-

sembly and the Secreteriat (including the different rdvisory

end administretive services), the Permenent Court of Internr-

tional Justice, the International Laboue Office, the Interns-

final Institute of Intellectual Co-operation,. etc., and 2t-

tendance at certain international conferences, etc., would be

of value to all who specialise in the study of Internetionel

Relations.

In any cese, this interchrnge or contact between

institutions or study centres and with the organis-tions enum-

erated above, might be effected in two different weys: 1) in-

terchrnge of professors; 2) interchenge of students. In our

opinion, both methods merit consideration, although it would

be necessery to meke the appropriate adjustments to suit the

Special cireumstances of each case.

The need for such a system having been recognised,

lts appliention might be rendered successful end its organi-

SPtion feciliteted by:

1} a statement to be addressed by erch institution



to tae International Tnstitute of Intellectual

Co-operation regarding the means at its disposal for facili.

tating these interchanges, by encouraging the sending of рго-

fessors or students to other centres or by co-operating in the

reception >f professors or students from other countries --

With an indication of the conditions in which this could be

done and the number of professors and students thet could be

exchanged or received;

2) & plan for the organisation of: this exchange ser-

vice, which, with a view to obteining the necessery replies,

the International Institute of Intellectuel Co-operation would

submi + to the next session of the Conference.

AS a result of the foregoing summery examinetion of

the question, we Suggest the following themes for discussion

dt a future session of the Conference:

1.  Soientifio method applicable to the study of Inter-
national Rele tions,

>

2s Pousibility эт establishing ¢ system of exchange be-

tween institutions concerned with the study and tecching of

International Relations.

Oe Is a direct knowledge of the procticel realities of

intellectual life end, more particularly, of the organs which

create or interpret intellectual principles necessary for the

study and terching of International Relr tions?D.
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MEuUORANDUM

DISCUSSING

POSSIBILITIES FOR NEW HISTORICAL RESEARCH AS A BASIS FOR AN

UNDERSTANDING OF INTERNATICNAL REIATICNS

INTRODUCTORY NOTES

The author of the present memorandum is the

Danish historian Johan Plesner. Born in 1896 he left

school early and lived first as a painter and a story-

writer, In 1928, only, he obtained the degree.of a Master

Of Arts; in 1934 he obtained the degree of a doctor of

philosophy, on his book "L'Emigration de la Campagne à

la ville libre de Florence au XIII° siècle", Since 1934

he teaches Medieval Fistory in the University of Aarhus,

Thus he is a new man in the world of historical research

and he fecls very daring to propose his programme of

studios to this competent gathering in Madrid, Neverthe

less, hc has the feeling, that just being an outsider,

who cnt:red the study of history when he was already

fully grown, he may have been especially awake to many

strange contradictions, which must seem less striking

to norual scholars who have been in these matters from

an early age. Hercin he sees his excuse for bringing in

a memorandum likc the present one, 
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ss; 1 shall not try to exauine the: nal
SV6016© DD ,

problem of text-books, except indirectly. I have tried to

obtain an orientation by collectin: some of

ost iportant countries.sd VD A4 4

an iwpression, but

believe that much can be obtained by cen-

thei: on the present day basis of knowledge, According

have n, they seemto be mors or less efficient

historical authorities have presented

facts seeing how History is written

io not think that the1
pau

4

could be very different from they actually

the proble is, that the historians, much

they know, theuselves, live

honoured atwosphere of what should

the point of 51 ure research every-

theorstically, if we define the fundamental

vistory S0uenow is lthough it

consciousness of nationality

иل

century, nevertheless, the couson suropean foundation of ali

later, so called nationa. civilizations has not received

u‘orual recognition and has not yct been even

t >pochsexamined to ن1 3ue are

certain individual excsptions -

to explain the genes

and of the more or less aythical national

characters 
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true approach to th: study of the origins

uropean civilization, T think it has

shown uost clcarly, as Jong ago as in 1898, when Lord

cton instructed the contributors to the Cawbridge Modern

in full (frou Professor Toynbee) :

History I understand that which is

distinct frou

which is not a rope of sand,

and is not a burden on the ..clory, but an illuwination of

the soul, Tt „oves: in a succession to which the nations are

subsidiary. Their story will be told, not for their own

sake, but in reference and subordination to a higher series,

according to the tixe and degree, in which they contribute

¢ou..on fortunes of ankind, "

of the plan, which ought to

sach the nations, that their own greatness is never but

relative, their future depending on coauon fortunes.- Yet,

the result, as far as can see, has proved, that the

sssence of this great plan has till now been iupossible to

realize. It si.ply could not be carricd out on the existing

basis of research work as supplied by the national historio-

raphie f the various countries, frou which the collabora-

to draw their inforustion.

present ouorgndui T shall risk to outlinea

a
+reliuinary prograñuie for the research work, whicn 1 think

necessarily Just be done, before the truth of these princi-

ples as laid down by Lord Action, can prevail in the teach-

ing of History, which is the groundwork for an understanding

of international relations have to stress the word pre-

li.inary very wach, Tt is not : mé of acquired knowledge 
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to set forth. : 18/8 progra.uie of ressarck

at no single wan possibly could make his

untain of first hand information, which has

any hypothesis of this kind can be

ific way. In fact, I shall try to draw

known lands but circuuscribing, T hope

incognite, i,e, holes in our knowledge, holes of

believe, which show iwportant structural faults

> re , 3 h y a + 7, صمم

ent Syste. € € ind of teaching,

THE NATIONAL &VTHCLC

"Tdcen-Tteschichte” has ba a

of study. Very good work

Bernheiúu in his "Littelalterliche Zeit-

a

Zen in ihres Ei auf Politik und “eschichts-

tin
1" (1918): by Fedor Schneider in hi où und

kh

> iu Mittelalter" (1926)or for instance by "alter

"Der Untergang Rows ii abendländischen Denken"

The first part of wy plan proposes to undertake

kind into the structure of ie Historiography

st centt ss, What the schoolbooks

extent, nothing but a co.:pre:

ich the working historians

shaping their works as parts of

I saintain, is true, not only of

preachers but - and perhaps wost

ans whc are above any suspicion of personal bias,

To illustrate uy idea T shall quote the exauple of

\1fons Dopsch, a scholar without reproach, perhaps the great-

est lledievalist of our tie, His .ain-work is the fundamental
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book which he has calied W'irtschaftliche und sociale Grund=

lagen der europäischen Tulturentwickelung, aus der zeit von

Caesar bis auf Karl den Trossen" (1918-20, T use the 2nd

edition 15 A Fis fa.ous .ain~thesis he has su..:arized

in words like these: Die Geranen haben nicht als Tultur-

röische ”ultur zerstört oder gar vernichtet,

sondern sie erhalten und wei terzeführt." Really, by an enor-

„ous …aterial fully ~astered, Dopsch has proved that the

leuton invasions did not destroy the old civilization and

that the sarly ..iddle ages in the „ain have to ve considered

4 continuation of the Ro.an ages 7 SQ we can understand

the instituvions of the . and Tarolingian periods,

ste, Neverthelese, in his big book, which the title declares

bo be an explanation ¢f the foundations

«ent during these centuries, he practically only deals with

the Teutons, In spite of that he hiusclf proves that their

waln-achisveuent was just to becoue 7oanized, Dopsch still

- as “er.an historians с id des On to suppose that

the nigrating tribes Lust be the wain-the.e of the period,

Proposing tc write Zuropean history, he

strange to leave out the large central countries in Saul,

Italy and spain, where now we have tn look for the essentiais

of the evclution, “hen the Teutons brousht in very little new,

and …ainly showed their intelli sence in this that they could

Aabsorb an l.portant a.ount of the old civilization,we must

now regard their iuportance as secondary, The consequence of

t be but this, that the historians

the "dark centuries" Lust give up their interest in the

the "geruanische TTrzeit"anl concentr.te on

fining and describin- the evolution, which took place in the
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Rowanised centres, to which Dopsch has paid no attention,

except in connection with his "“er…anen*,

do not mention this, in order to find faults in

The point which T hope to wake clear is

that Dopsch takes it for granted that in the History

the Early i.iddle ages the ter.. Teutonic practically equals

the teru Zuropean, that is to say : he coupletely accepts the

old Lyth of the “eutons as the .akers of edieval civilization,

although his …ain thesis proves that the essentials of this

civilization represent an unbroken Roman continuity; this,

of course has had its centres in those central countries,

which were only superficially touched by the …igrating tribes,

The evolution in these places panne has not atteupted to

show, To ie it sees evident, that the Teutonic .yth couplete-

iy decides the light in which the great historian has planned

his researches and the way in which he represents his iiport-

ant results, The uythical atwosphere prevents hiu fro. tac ing

consequences which to anybody outside that atuosphere seeu

Lost obvious and necessary,

Through this abbreviated analysis I hope to have „ade

clear, that it would certainly be very iuportant to possess

a study in "Tdeen-Geschichte", where the genesis was fully

explained of this ._yth of "the Teutons as the Lakers of

medieval civilization", which takes such an overwheliingly

big part in all history-books, On the other hand, I would not

have hinted even, that .ythological Fistorisa should be a

feat special to uodern 7ter.an historians only. Cn the con-

trary, uany of the great ..yths see. distinctly to have their

Origins in France, and soue very iiportant ones are special

to that country, T should propose to exa…ine in the sane way 



 

nthe idea of Paris as the eternal centre of “rance, T have

the strong impression, that accepting these uyths the French

historians to an important degree have made the ‘istory of

their country understandable to others, who are foreigners

to the atuosphere of this idea, which has been strongly ex-

ressed, not especially in school-books but even in the

lucid survey of French history Lade by one cf the finest

representatives of the critical dethod; I think of Charles

-eignobos and his "Histoire sincère de la Nation Francaise"

3), a work avowedly in opposition to the nationalist

it is all throu:h supposed that France was always

wahnly the ваше as Paris, whereas medieval “French” civiliza-

tion, so evidently as an integral part of that great Romanes-

que civilization which had its centres in countries far from

Paris, in lands which hove later been divided between the

national states of Spain, Trance, Italy and "ermany,

٠<ideas about the homelands of the Romanesque

architecture as the original centre of European civilization

I shall try to outline in the next paragraph. Présently, I

would just suggest that it would be of great interest to

carry through a arc which could explain when aná' how

and why Paris come to be as the necessery centre of

France. I beli: ‚we 1 get a fine example ‘of a histori-

cal myth expressing and propag ting a kind ‘of subconscious

raison d'état,

Monarchy and

It hardly eds to be added how a study of the

Wagic still latent in the nawe of Rome mould be found to

wonument of the importance of wythical

ideas, Fedor Schneider has already carried this research

up to the widdle of the eleventh century, when Tome was

 
    



conguered by the new Universal Church, “his had clearly

1
1originated, not thers, but in what T call the Rouanesque

countries in the middle of Europe. Public opinion forced it

„акс Золе and Poian panacy its centre, but always it

reuained a foreigner in the Eternal City, "hat forced it

back fro. Avignon to Tome centuries later was nothing but

a new wave of. public opinion, de..anding to see the centre

in this ruined town in the uiddle of the desert of the

caupagna, = A research illustrating the uyth of Rowe should

of course be carried on down to the present tie, when

Savoyan kings and Lo.bard Fascists have had to obey the saue

dewands, and when ..ussolini speaks of arc nostruu and takes

„modern eology in his service to renew the old wagic,

these subjects which I have now

want to underline again, that I pe

scientifically uy assertions are onl

and that as yet T should not dare to publish anything about

the... Nevertheless, to we there is no doubt that a research

according to these view-points could not but yield results

of real iuportance, firstly of course, to scholars but next

berating the co.uon ..entality frou being influenced by

unreal creeds and visions as to ain points of modern existence

This Lostiy negative work, though, is not the ain part of

uy pians. The criticisa of the .yths should go along with and

be an organic part of a positive atteupt to dig cut a truer

vision of the historical foundations of the present day

European civilization; a new funda.iental research Just be

started frou the idea, th=t in the west, Europe in its

entirety is the only "couprehensible field of study", In a

way, according tc ay own terainolcgy, we should crente a new 
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„yth - historical thinking in fact wust ove in .yths, The

iaportant thing is, though, that the new Turopean uyth would

ve infinitely ore true than the old, national mythologies,

It would correspond to deeper and broader realities as well

in the past as in the present tiue. In creating it by a

responsible survey of all the relevant facts, we of course

should never forget the Ixtra-Turopesn proble:s; their ii

port“nce .sust be growing every day, but as to theu I do not

feel coupetent to express any opinion.

 

STORTCAL FCUNDATIONS ОР ТЕ : CIVIIJIZATION
—Ñ

What seews „ost necessary is firstly =nd fore.ost a

new research, which coupletcly unveils and fully explains the

couwon, European foundstions of the later so called "national

civilizations", These foundations certainly can only be dug

out by students of late Roan and early .edieval History,

The raison d'être of ay own special branch of study

I usually explain as being to find and to describe the

genesis of Lurope, the continental successor to the antiquity

which had been a u«editerranean civilization, Defining the

task in such general terus T have found that a whole series

of important proble.s have been pushed so …uch into the back-

ground, that as yet cur task in its cntirety cannot be begun,

In fact, cvery proble…, which has had no i...icdiate connection

with the origins of ..odern nations has been left to a uerely

antiquarian treat….ent., Cnly the histories of arts and litera-

ture often point to places and to ages which have once been

cf vital iiportance to our whole civilization,

This is especially clear in the case of the two

xivilizations, which during

     



great upholding and creative forces : the Byzantine and the

so-called Arabian, In wodern Historiography one can feel very

strongly, that no national interest has been there to encourage

the study of, or to propagate the understanding of these cul-

tural powers which once have sta.ped all the West, Cn these

fields the iiportant research work done has a _arkedly

antiquarian character, we feel outside the ring of historical

studies, proper, which try to see their results in relation

to vital proble.s. Cn the other hand, just for this reason,

we are here perhaps on a ground, where .ore objective views

can reign. Yet, on the whole these studies sees still far

off specialities, and I Lust adit that to ..e they have re-

ained as yet логе ог less foreign provinces of knowledge,

Nevertheless, to the students at the University of Aarhus

I have felt obliged to say, that the period, which I teach

then, the middle ages, really aught to be defined as the

period when Byzantine and Arabic civilizations douinated the

world,

In the sa..e way: those European countries, which gave

birth to our continental civilization have not found any

historian to be their "national defender" - because politicall:

they have been split and divided between thé younger national

states, These central countries can be defined as those, which

had been wost intensely colonised by the Rowans. Here we ust

leave out the classical Italians landscapes south of the

Arno-valley, they ..ostly went on decaying during the6

ages. I think of the colonial landscapes, proper 3

1) he valleys of the ‘rno and of the Po,

southern Gaul,

both sides of the Pyrenees and

along the Rhone and down along the 
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These are the countries, where the Rowan continuity is

indisputable. liere l.erovingians and Yarolingians had the

base of their power, in Rowan bishopric, and in an enoraous

heritage of Rowan iuperial estates. is well the chroniclers

Gregor of Tours and Tinhardt etc, as the wodern archeology

state this with ua rvellous fullness, which has not yet been

utilized by the historians, proper. The uainpart of these

countries ..ade up the heritage of the Zuperor Lothar, when

in the year 843 he left to his younger brothers the secondary

realus in east and in west, which countries, centuries later,

were to becoue thc beginnings of uodern fcruany and of modern

France,

Lothars state as such had no future, but his country

and in general the really Rouanized parts of our continent,

soue generations later becaue the home, the creative centres

of the great wedieval flourishing. Fro: here, the Cluniac

.OVe.ent beca.ie the Tniversal church, opposing the Guruan

e.perors and .oving the crusades. Here - and in all of these

countries is the howe of the rouanesque architecture as well

as Of the great .edieval poetry, Certainly these are the

countries which we must regard as the historical kernel of

modern Zurope. National states etc, cone in, only at a much

later stage of evolution, we must liberate our thoughts fram

their whole ideology if we shall have any chance to grasp

how Zurors was made,

Just in these months I have tentatively begun to

draw an outline of these problems, I cannot yet for certain

say that I have not overlooked important research work,

which may have been done, but I trust that ny impression is

not quite wrong, that every information as to the genesis of

 

  



this civilization has yet to be searched laboriously, in

small bits, especially from local publications, which are most

difficult to obtain from normal libraries, - The essential of

the programwe, wnich I have the honour here to present to

this competent committee is this : Thatthe researchinto

ttrotbn <these central problems of the origins of '"estern civilization
 

should not be left to thefragile power of private persons but

should be recognizedas having comuion iwportance to the modern
 

world and should be organized so as to wake sure that the
 

results are obtained as full, ss certified and asscon as
 

possible.
In order to explain what kind of results TI expect, I

shall shortly outline a new hypothesis of the origins of the

village-system, the system of the common field and of cominons

in lleadows and in woods, It is weil known, that this system

up till the 18th century and later characterized as well

Southern England as Northern and Tastern France, as also

Western Germany and Southern Scandinavia, Hitherto this kind

of village comunity has been believed to be quite foreign

to Italy, but lately it has been proved that the Italian

castello is nothing but a village of the same kind, where

the possessions of the single fauilies consisted of twenty

or wore strips scattered over ‘the different fields, plus

rights in the commons in meadow and wood etc, No country

could ‘ve more thorouzhly stamped by this system, than just

Northern Italy. This Italian village differs from those of

> other coun ries mostly in this that the older Castello's

are fortified, but unfortifieé younger Castellos may also be

exemplified. They also differ from the usual type in this

point that they do not use any triennial rotation system of 
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fallow, but that is a necessary consequence of the culti-

vation of long-lived fruit trees such as vine, olive etc,

The wain points of the system of course is its aspect as

a social and economic comaunity where gvery possessor has

his possessions scatterd in strips and special rights

over the entire area of the village-comon,

Seeing that this special system is the same all

‘over an immense area, where natural, economic and politi-

cal conditions have been varying withoutend, during all

the middle ages, it is only natursl to look for the

origins of this system in the common past of these coun-

tries, Geographically they constitute a broad belt

radiating to all sides of the Roman border landscapes,

The great spread of the village-systei certainly took

place centuries after the military break-down of the

Imperial Roman and Byzantine border-defence in the

West, but in spite of this, it is most significant,

that this same kind of village-comuunity has existed

in the late Roman border camps, where "limitanei" had

been settled, living as free farmers, As to the

Italian castello it is a certainty, that historically

it descends from border-camps of this kind, as erected

by the Byzantines during the wars agal nst Goths and

Langobards, These camps "castra™ - "castella" were

later settled by Lonsobardan, free "arimanni", and in

analogy to them the Castello in the 10th century became

the normal form for the social life of the peasants.

If really we can prove - as I think we can - that

the general European village-systeu has its origins in

the border-defence of the Roman Empire, we thereby have  



explained the contradictions into which economical his tory

is now involved as to this main point of the economic structure

of the beginning of Europe, To be fully certain, though, a

laborious work of comparison and control is necessary, restudy-

ing the village-question in gencral and collecting a full

material of plans, etc. If this could bedone, on a basis of

international co-operation, I believe it to be certain that

we could prove, that economically ZTurope was made by a system

whose Roman origins illustrates clearly the weight of the

common, pre-national civilization, in which we are still

living, - One may expect, that themes for teaching of this

kind would attract a lively attention to the reality of the

+
1comuon ground on which we all stand.

The research-programme, which I propose, should, in

general, take up the history of the present European border-

landscapes, In the case of the hine-border it seems the most

sensible explanation to say, that primarily there was a central

civilization here, part of the Romanesque, and that only

secondarily there came the two young and powerful nations on

both sides, who have competed to conquer the common mother-

land. The same perhaps is not quite so true as to other

borderlands, out certainly it is a striking phenomenon to find

important local civilizations ride astride on the Pyrenees or

staap both sides of the channel, Perhaps they belonged to

each other before and wore vitally than they belong to the

different national states into whic), wuch later they have been

incorporated. Observations of the same kind are valid and

deserve an exauination as regards the Cerman-Danish vorderland

and I am sure, that like thís we could go on quoting examples,

but - are not these problems so vital, that we ought to look 
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seriously for an exact explanation? To me it sees to be above

all doubt that after some years a research work of this kind

would yield so exciting and precise results that school

teachers could not avoid using them, Thus their teaching would

illustrate the tragic barbarism, which it draws a deep

vorder line through Europe,

IV.- THE ENLARGED ARCHAECICGICAL : ETFEOD
——

The narrowness of the horizon of modern historical

research is due, not only to the narrow national mythologies

but also to important technical features of the craft,- We

all stand on the ground laid by the great publications of

first-hand information, which the last century has presented

us with, The editing work directed the attention mainly to

the written information, and it had to have its natural

centres in the various national archives, The historians of

each country were fully occupied by weighing and utilizing

the nearest materials - and this important work must go on

if historical research shall keep alive, - But besides, it

seems to be time that we demand from ourselves a serious

orientation in the whole of European materials - as well as

that we should master other kinds of materials than the

written records, Tn fact, history has during the last decades

entered a period, where the archaeological method becomes

wore and more important every day. This means that it is as

necessary to study the material remains and monuments as it

is to know the written records. Also the importance of a

profound geographical orientation becomes more and more

vital,  
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This means thgt we sore and more must specialize «

and specializing means narrowing the horizon, Thesé necessie

ties have to be considered most seriously, but, no ddubt new

scholars can be educated, who are not allowed to specialize

before they know the technique of other specialities and who

go on taking part in research-work in specialities of their

fellow-workers. Sensible córaperation may solve these diffi-

culties, but I aa not unaware that for the research-work,

which I propose, workers in part may first have to be educa=

ted. This does not mean, Mowever, that we should need to

postpone the beginnings, Ws should always have tó progress

according to the talents &f existing workers,

Var“ PRACTICAL SUGCES TI ONS

As to the practical working of my plans it is of

course difficult to say anything in a definite way, Firstly

amd lastly the task would be to organize a solid research

work on the suggested lines, Publications would come as soon

as responsible results wers arrived at, but it would be most

dangerous to the whole scheme if fixed arrangements should

force us to give out anything unripened and not completely

certified,

At some possible moment it would be effective to

pegin the publishing of a review, written for the benefit

of teachers and putting at their disposal matters and criticisu

which c ould Serve them in their daily work, I think, that

first of all we may publèsh sane picture-books illustrating

the continuity of civilization as such as well as the breaks

in the cultural development of any single nation or race, -

811 of them have changed from belonging to one civilization to 
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delonzing anothe J such picture-books I think that

the Histories arts architecture, etc, contain

already a great materi: which would only have

revised and ordered, iicanwhile the main work

started on the long lines,

Finally I want to underline, that practically

nothing of these research-plans is ripe to yield results

as yet, perhaps not for many years, Some might call ay

plans utopia, and so they would be if only one private

scholar stands behind them, but if gradually there could

be built up an international organization behind them, I

feel sure, that they would prove perfectly practicable an

that they relatively scon would yield important results,

reconnizable even j he school-teaching oz internationalí

relations.
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TEACHING CF INTERNATIONAL5
 

Report of the Rapporteur

Th* task entrusted to the Rapporteur was to draw up

a general report on the memoranda and observations supplied

by the iieabsrs of the Conference,

The subjects on which these memoranda and observations

were invited by the Ixecutive Committee were as follows :-

1. The Nature and Scope of Tnternational Studies,

Place of International Studies as a

Scientific Discipline,

Aims of University Teaching of International

Relations,

In elaboration of these three points the Zxecutive

Comaittee agreed that the following supplementary questions

should be submitted to the members of the Conference :

(i) Is it possible to arrive at a more precise or a more

generally accepted definition of International

Relations?

(ii) Does the teaching of International Relations raise

more acutely than other subjects the problem

of academic freedom?

far are the special aims of the teaching of

International Relations compatible with the

general aims of an educational system? 
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To these the Rapporteur himself suggested the addition

of a study of the obstacle to the development -of international

studies involved by the. traditional faculty organisation of the

Universities in certain countries.

The following report, the preparation of which has been

delayed because the material was slow to arrive, is based upon

the following documents:

Lemoranda by Professor Kerschagl, Dr. Joachim, Profes-

sof Lambert, Professor !.anning and Mr, Zailey, to-ether with a

paper addresscd to the Rapporteur personally by Professor

Verzijl. Use has also been made of the Report of the Con-

ference on the Teaching of International Law and International

Relations held at Lwow on June 25-28, 1934, of the volume en-

titled "The Study of International Relations in the United

States", edited by Dr. Edith I, Ware on behalf of the American

Committee on Intellectual Co-operation and of a report drawn

up by air, W,E.C. Harrison of the Canadian Institute of Inter-

national Affairs, for the Executive Committee of that Institute.

Preliminary Cbservation
 

Professor Verzijl in his communication states that he

regrets to have to report that nowhere in his country has he

been able to find any interest in the organisation of uri-

versity teaching specially devoted tc international relations,

He attributes this chiefly to the 'cowplete absence, especial-

ly on the part of the “reat Powers, of a firm and loyal deter-

mination to carry out their international engagements' and he

concludes by suggesting that what is required is not 'the

organisation in all countries of University teaching in inter-

national relations but elementary teaching for the statesmen

of all countries in the first elements of international 
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goodwill and good faith,' This attitude of mind, compres

hensible though it is, goes far to explain what will undoubt-

edly seem a paradox to future generations - the delay in

recognising the importance of international relations as an

integral element in higher University studies, Undoubtedly

the despai»,: not to say disgust, to which Professor Verzijl

gives expression has been an inportant factor in the past in

more than one country in keeping the Universities aloof from

a close study of international affairs. This, in its. turn,

however, has brought about a cleavage between the men of the

study ‘on the one hand, whether international lawyers, his-

torians, economists or sociologists, and those engaged in

the practice of international affairs on the other, in a

word between the so-called idealists and the so-called

realists, a cleavage which (it is'sibmittol) has been injur-

ious to both parties, It may perhaps be replied to Professor

Verzijl. that the stateswen are notlikelyto be attracted to

his proposed elementary course unless they have convinced

themselves that the professional moralist has also familiar-

ised himself, at least in a certain TI with their own

professional problems, That an ethical basis is needed for

the study and practice of international relations, as of

every science and art, all will, no doubt, be agreed. But

that such a basis, by itself, is all that the world needs is

a doctrine which few who are Catt tar with the conditions of

international activity will beprepared to accept,

I, The Nature and Scope of International Studies.

There is considerable divergence between the memoranda

as to how the term "international studies! should be inter-

preted, 
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Professor ..anning points out that the term 'interna-

tional relations’ is commonly employed, like 'history' or

'physiology! in two distinct though relative senses: it is

applied, on the one hand, to a certain academic 'subject! or

discipline’! and on the other' to the 'real-life' subject-matter

which is to be the materialof study. This distinction is

attractive, but it cannot easily be maintained without limit-

ing the 'subject-matter', as Professor „anning himself appears

to do, to description, to the exclusion of vaiues. He defines

the subject-matter as 'a facet or aspect of social life as

endured under contemporary conditions on this planet', Tf one

may interpret the thought behind this, it seems to imply that

international relations are a phase of life to be endured,

like a malady, and to be studied, but not to be judged.”

Professor Ferschagl, for his part, is not unaware of

the philosophical implications of the subject. He points out

that three quite different definitions wight be put forward :

(1) a sort of .iodern Humanism, (2) a description of the rela-

tions between nations and (3) a study of the principles

underlyine the development of such contacts or relations, Of

these both the first and the third involve a study of values

as well as a description, But on consideration he rejects

both these, apparently on practical grounds, as over-ambi tious.

He relaxes in his self-denying practice however to the extent

of permitting a 'zradual' and 'careful' extension of the sub-

ject to include the study of proposals for the creation or

further development of international institutions, He points

out that the rectricti on of the subject in the manner suposed

provides an answer to the second of the three supplementary

questions, 
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Whereas rrofessor Kerschagl is on his guard against

atteupts unduly to widen the scope of the subject, Nr. Bailey

1s concerned to combat the tendency to liwit the subject to

were description, Indeed he regards the emphasis laid on the

mere colilsetion cf information on international affairs as

emanating from a primitiv.: types of mentality, 'The anthropolo-

gist of the future’, he remarks in this connexion, 'may be

teapted, in his survey of the primitive present, to discern

a connexion between the invention of the file-case and the

growth of interest in international relations’, Fe is particu-

larly anxious to resist the view, to which a certain currency

was given for some time at Cencva, that the study of interna-

tional relations is centred in, or principally concerned with!';

the 'principles, organisation and achievement of the League

cf Nations', For him 'the scientific study of international

relations extends over the whole ficld of human affairs in so

far as they involve the conteaporary relations between the

peoples or the governments of different countries', So con-

ceived, the study is far wore than a collection of data, In

fact, in Lr, Bailey's view, it is only when the data have been

collected 'that the study proper’, which is that of 'synthesis-

ing! these 'varied scraps of information’, 'begins', This

process of synthesis i 38 Ythe fearless testing, rejection

or amendment of <xplanatory hypotheses”, according to the

method familiar to students of the natural sciences,

Very similar is the conception of the subject as set

forth by Professor Ehrlich in sumaarising the first part of

the discussion on the subject at the Lwow Conference. He con-

siders the concern of the student of international relations

to be 'to establish the actual facts of international life 
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from the economic, historical, demographic and juridical

point of view and to atteupt to explain these phenomena by

the discovery of the fundamental laws (in the sense in which

this term is employed in the physical sciences) which govern

them',

Closely related to this view is that set forth by

Dr. Joachim, Approaching the subject from the sociological

angle, he regards international relations as one of the

social sciences and concludes that 'one should naturally de-

duce abstract laws from observation and classification cf the

facts, as is the procedure in évery other social science’, He

points out the great compl=xity of the field thus opened out

aná draws attention to certain features of special interest,

such as the subtic process of cultural interaction and imita-

tion that is constantly going on between peoples, He considers

however that for 'pedagogical reasons! - a little different

from those influencins Professor Kerschagl - it is desirable

to keep the subject within wanageable limits, He would there-

fore confine the subject-matter of what he calls 'a special

science of international relations! (a sort of inner core

within the larger sociolo-ical husk) to (1) relations between

governuents and (2) relations between non-official organisa-

tions and individuals as manifested in congresses and similar

gatherings and'in publications arising out of them, In this

connexion he refers specifically to the Roman “atholic Church

as Va powerful extra-governuental organisation',

Professor Lambert's approach is similar to that of

Dr. Joachim, but he does not allow himself to be deterred by

the considerations which have counselled prudence to his

colleague, For Professor Laubert international relations is

not one of the social sciences, still less a special section 
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of a particular social science. It is almost identical

(bien près de se confondre) with the social sciences en bloc.

Thus he distinguishes three separate elements, all of which

he considers to be an indispensable part of the subject :

(1) the general problem of the relations between social

groups and their members, including the study of the "notion

of the State! ; (2) the structure of international society,

studied in its ethnical, geographical, economic, political

and psychological aspects; and (3) the institutions of the

‘international society, which he considers to be 'largely but

' not entirely’ ‘a juridical study.

II. The Place of International Studiesas a Scientific Discipline.

The divergences revealed in the memoranda regarding

the nature of the study of international relations are natur-

ally reflected in the views expressed as to the place that it

should occupy amongst. other scientific disciplines, Here,

however, the question is compli sated by considerations arising

out of the existing academic organisation.in the various

countries. Ye are no longer dealing with an abstract inquiry

but find ourselves confronted with a problem in which a cus-

tom, tradition, convenience and established interests are im-

portant factors,

Thus Professor Verzijl finds his reluctarce to admit

the claims of international relations as an independent sub-

ject reinforced by the difficulties of organisation that this

would involve. 'It would not be easy', he says, 'to assign

to this instruction an appropriate place in the general

framework of the five Faculties of which our universities are

composed. It would overlap between the Faculty of Letters and

Philosophy (in so far as it was concerned with history, 



 

  

sociology and philosophy) and the Faculty of Law (in its

legal and economic aspects) : indeed certain elements of

international relations! are already taught in each of these

Faculties in a more or less detailed manner', Faced with this

difficulty, Professor Verzijl falls back upon an ingenious

compromise, Unwilling to go the full length of denying that

the subject, as such, should be taught at all, he concludes

that it can most suitably be taught in certain academic

centres, such as Paris, London, Geneva and The Hague, where

both the teaching and the student bodies are themselves likely

to be international in composition. "The material of interna-

tional relations as a material for scientific study', he says,

'is much better suited toa truly international type of instruc-

tion - both as regards the teaching staff and the student body -

than to a purely national type. Indeed (he continues) teaching

organised on this latter basis might easily develop into a

hotbed of scientific, or pseudo-scientific, chauvinism and would

thus do more harm than good!,

The danger to which M, Verzijl calls attention is one

to which the writers of the other reports have not been blind,

liore than one speaker in the Lwow Conference, for instance,

emphasised the desirability of preventing the intrusion of

‘politics! (in the pejorative sense of that word) into the

realm of international relations teaching, But we may well ask

M. Verzijl whether, granting his premises, his conclusion is

not a little illogical. Granted that the psychological condi-

tions at the present day are such that international relations

cannot safely be introduced as a teachinz subject into any

national institution, is it likely that better conditions will

be obtained in an international institution the teachers and 
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students in which (since they will not have descended from

the Moon) must necessarily have been tainted by these very

same nefarious influences? As one who spends part of the

year teaching the subject in a national centre to a predomin-

antly national body of students and part of the year teaching

it in an international centre to a mixed student body, the

Rapporteur ventures to remark that he would not dream of con-

tinuing his work under international conditions if he did not

know by experience, renewed year by year, that the work done

in the national centres, whether under the specific title of

'international relations’ ‘or not, was of the same scientific

quality as that which the international institutions, under

their own special conditions seek to apply. Even in the

Netherlands, Supreme in the art of river-engineering, a stream

cannot flow higher than its source, If the subject cannot be

taught without fear of corruption in national centres, then

it is idle to hope that the problem can be solvedE in-

ternational fairyland. For the teachers in the 'international

centre! will not be angels nor the students cherubs: they will

be wen and women belonging to some country and having arrived

at maturity through some national system of education.

The problem towards which Professor Verzijl is in-

clined to adopt this negative attitude is one which affects

the Tniversities and higher institutions of Continental

Europe very differently from those of the English-speaking

countries with their more elastic and flexible methods of

academic organisation, It is most interesting to compare the

constructive response made to it in each. of these two camps.

Let us consider first the material available from

the Continental side, as represented by Professor Kerschagl, 
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Dr. Joachim, Professor Lambert and the report of the

Lwow Conference,

Professor Yerschagl shares some of the apprehensions

‘of Professor Verzijl; but his fears are of a rather different

order, He is doubtful whether suitable exponents of the sub-

ject can be found, His argument can be formulated in the form

of a dilemma, Fither the subject is covered by the existing

teaching of the economic and legal sciences, in which case

the teaching of international relations as a special subject

is superfluous, Or the subject is too vast to be comprehended

within the bounds of the existing teaching, in which case no

living wan is competent to teach it. oS he remarks 'the time

of encyclopaedic knowledge seems to be over, as a result of

the development and enlargement of each separate scientific

field’,

Professor: Kerschagl's solution therefore is that the

subject should be entrusted to a lecturer whose teaching

'would have the character of recapitulation’, In other words,

this young wan would attempt to summarise the results of the

teaching and enquiry of his colleagues in the Faculties of

Law and Economics - ponte speak of the other social sciences,

This, it may be observed, is to reduce the teaching

of the subject from the University level to the Secondary

School level: one might go further and say to a primary level,

When we come to consider the problem as it presents itself

in the English-speaking countries, we shall see that this

degradation in the standard of the subject (as represented,

for instance, by classes în tcurrent events?!) is precisely

one of the dangers against which academic opinion in those

countries has been vigorously reacting. 
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Professor Joachim is fully aware of the difficulty

involved in Professor Xerschagl's dilemma, But he would face

it in a somewhat different and perhaps more hopeful way, To

begin with, he does not consider that it is out of the ques-

tion to find a suitáble holder ofa Chair af International

Relations - an optimisu perwissible to a fellow-countryman

of Masaryk. But if, for one reason or another, either the

Chair or a suitable incumbent should not be available, he

suggests that the holder of a neighbourins Chair might lec-

ture on the subject in addition to his own. He points out

that there are precedents for this since, in cases where new

sciences have sprung up, they have often been first regarded

as accessories of some existing science,

Finally, Professor Joachim draws attention to the

fact that the problem is not necessarily one of introducing

the subject into a University properly so-called, since it

can equally well find its place in the organisation of an

institution of Higher Learning of non-University type, such

as. the Free Schools of Political Studies at Paris and Prague,

But, whether in the Uni versity or in institutions of this

latter type, he considers that the subject should only be

taught in the last years of instruction, since it demands

considerable a background of knowledge on the part of the

student.

The’ treatment of this topic at the Lwow Conference

was so instructive that it deserves to be read in full, The

Raprorteur regrets that lack of space prevents him from doing

it, The discussion really involved two separate

problems - one in the realm of ideas, the other in the realm

of practical organisation, 
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The conflict of ideas centres in the question which

was well stated by one of the Polish members of the Conference,

Professor Babinski, "It seems to mel, he said, "that a Uni-

versity curriculum ought to followthe development of lize!

(italics inserted). 'If one arrives at the conclusion that

the teaching of international relations is very useful, a

place must be found for it', This view was supported by another

Polish speaker, М. Bertoni, who remarked that in preparing the

personnel of the diplomatic and consular services for their

duties (no doubt through instruction in the relevant Sections

of the Law of Nations) he could not prevent these young men

from asking him tall sorts of questions about international

relations’, such as why there was a Polish Consul-teneral at

Kónigsberg. Hu. was it possible, asked lí, Bertoni, to avoid

telling them something about the relations between Poland and

Fast Prussia. But this was to desert international law and to

enter the field ‘of international relations, impelled (in

Frofessor Babinski's phrase) by'the development of life,

Opposed to this was a school of thought the most rigorous

exponent of which was Frofessor Reuterskjöld of Upsala. As

a teacher of international law he considered it his duty to

preserve his subject 'unspotted from the world', The foliow-

ing extract from a report submitted by him to the Conference

gives the substance of what is not merely an opinion but a

philosophy. after mentioning the fact that one of the profes-

lty of Letters at Upsala was preparing to give

certain preparatory courses on international relations in that

vid
Faculty, he continues :

tT may De asked why I hava not recommended the insti-
4

tution of preparatery courses on interrational politics in 
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the Faculties of Law themselves, iy answer is that it is

necessary to make a rigorous distinction between the domain

of Law and the domain of political science, in order to pre-

vent ‘the smuggling (l'entrée en fraude) of politics into the
 

teaching of international law, Since international law re-

presents, in fact, in our time the only hope for a happy

development of international relations, we who are the repre-

sentatives of scientific Jurisprudence have the particular

duty of doing all that is in our power to prevent the con-

tamination of international law by the áctualities of

politics', Professor Reuterskjtld fully admitted that the

students manifested more interest in 'concrete questions’ of

politics and history than in the abstract doctrines of law,

But that did not alter the duty of the teacher of interna-

tional law,

Professor Peuterskjúld would no doubt remark that he

did not declare himself opposed in principle. to. the teaching

of international relations in another Faculty. Rut he might

then be asked how he could expect international law and its

majestic representatives (whom he destines to be the incor-

ruptible judges of all international disputes) to preside

over the 'happy development’ of international relations, if

they had been thus carefully secluded in their formative

University days from contact with the realities of contem-

porary international affairs and relations, One is reminded

of the shyness of certain academic economists to enter into

too close a contact with the world of business, so little

respectful of the immutable laws of economic science,

Cn the practical side the Iwow Conference was con-

cerned with the particular place to be assigned to the study

4 
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of international relations in the academic organisation,

Needless to say, the discussion on the subject was greatly

influenced by the successful piece’ of academic reorganisa-

tion carried through in the University of [wow in 1931, Un-

der this scheme the Faculty of Law was divided into three

parts devoted respectively to Judicial law, Economic and Ad-

ministrative Studies and Diplomatic Studies, This latter is

concerned specifically with international relations, The

students in the Diplomatic Division are not obliged also to

follow the general curriculum of the Faculty of Law, Students

who do not do so receive a diploma certifying that they have

passed the examination-in the studies of that Division; those

who have followed the full Law course and have thus gained

the licence en droit obtain from the Diplomatic Division a

licence es sciences diplomatiques, As Professor Ehrlich
 

pointed out, this organisation of a separate Section inside

a Faculty was not without precedent in other Faculties, Thus

there is at Lwow a Section of Pharmacy inside the Faculty of

Medicine,

In his account of the work of the Diplomatic Division

Professor Ehrlich laid stress on the need for careful safe-

guards against dilettantism, For that reason (contrary to the

system proposed by Professor Kerschagl) he considered that a

considerable staff was required, The subjects of instruction

enumerated by him include legal, administrative, economic,

financial and geographical questions, besides the discussion

of particular problems; such as conditions in the Far East

and the United States, History from the middle of the

eighteenth century is also studied, There is no single

Chair of International Relations, the Division being direct-

ed by the Professor of Fublic Law; 



In the discussion that followeä Professor. Ehrli ch's

exposé, practical considerations were intermingled with the

theoretical issues which have already been mentioned. At its

close the Conference adopted a resolution.on the subject,

the terms of which merit textual reproductiont

The Conference is :of opinion:

(1) That international relations can and should be envisaged

as the material for teaching organised from the legal},

economic, historical, technical (diplomatic and consular

practice) etc, standpoints;

that the teaching of international relations should

consequently comprise several disciplines which can

form a common group under the name of the science of

international relations;

that new disciplines can be added to this group

according to need;

that it may be convenient (il peut y avoir lieu) to

organise Sections of international relations inside

Faculties, particularly, where conditions permit it,

inside Faculties of Law,

We now turn to the last of the Continental discussions

of the subject, that of Professor lambert,

Ve have already had occasion (р.6) to set forth

Professor Lambert's conception of the scope of the subject,

In examining how far the subject, as he thus conceives if,

is actually. taught in French universities both in the

Faculties of Letters and of Law he arrives at the conclusion

that no neglect can be alleged urder that head. 'It can be 



  

affirmed’, he says, 'that every student who so desires can

receive instruction in the subject in every great French

university! : and he considers the same to be the case in all

leading countries,

What then, according to Professor Lambert, is the

problem? It is a problem of organisation, or rather of coordi-

nation, The instruction is there : but, owing to the conditions

of academic organisation, very few students make use of the

existing possibilities, This he finds to be the case in France,

not least in Paris, and he concludes from the surveys of lr,

Bailey and Professor Shotwell that the same is true of stu-

dents in other countries.

Thus, he concludes, the problem of a good organisation

of international studies is essentially a problem of how to

recruit a clientèle,

On examining this question of the clientèle more

closely, Professor Lambert finds that it is of a two-fold

character, Cn the one hand there is a, limited group of

specialised students destined for a career in which inter-

national questions will play the major part: these need

specific instruction in international relations, Сп the other

hand there is a auch more numerous student group which seeks

a general culture more appropriate to present-day needs than

what is offered by the existing curricula and diplomas of the

Faculties of Law and Letters,

Frofessor Lambert points to the success of the

Graduate Institute of international Studies at Geneva as

evidence of the existence of the former type. Perhaps in

this connexion he is inclined to underrate what has been done

in other countries - not least in the United States - to 
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awaken the interest and to meet the needs of such students,

In any case, he puts forward a practical proposal which in-

volves the use of both kinds of institutions, international

and national, For he suggests that arrangements should be

made for coordination between the programmes of such insti-

tutions in three or tour different countries, leading up to

a diploma which should be "truly international’, In this

connexion he is thinking not simply of Universities but

also of other institutions (such as those envisaged by Dr.

Joachim) of University rank, The students would fulfil the

conditions of study and residence in each centre, preparing

a thesis (une petite thèse) at the final stage in a Uni-

versity of their choice, bur preferably in an international

institution, such as the Institute at Geneva,

As for the second type of student, the difficulty,

according to Professor Lambert, is that they are distributed

between two faculties, those of Letters and Law, which entails

the primary disadvantage that they are cut off frca one

another, lioreover, the examination in neither Faculty really

meets their needs, He therefore proposes that some form of

coordination should be established between the teaching on

international subjects given in these two Faculties and

that a diploma should be awarded for students taking this

selective course, He points out that precedents for such a

procedure already exist in France, in the case of the Ecole

Libre des Sciemces Politiques, Moreover there exist also

Institutes of the Social Sciences which, though hitherto

regarded predominantly as agencies of research, might bo

developed so as to provide teaching in international

relations, 



Very different is the aspect of the problem when we

turn to the English-speaking world, Here we find, in the

volume of iss Ware and the report of Mr. Bailey a large

amount of educational activity already in progress, unhamper-

ed by the obstacles which Professors Ehrlich and Lambert aná

their colleagues have been so zealously seeking to overcome,

Miss Yare, for instance, describes the activities of a number

of 'Coordinating Councils’, "Research Centres', 'Professional

seiinca" لا Societies", TAcademies!, 'Institutes!,

Conferences!, "International Relations Schools! and (last but

not least) "Agencies for Planning and Encouraging Research!

which are independent of acatonit organisation, in the strict

sense of the term and have beer thefruit of voluntary effort.

Mr, Bailey's report is more modest in scope, but it covers to

some extent the same ground for the United Yingdom, giving an

account, for instance, of that nondescript body, neither School

nor Research Institute nor Learne Society nor Conference Cen-

~

tre nor Political Encyclopaedia nor Social Clut - yet something

of each of these ~ the Royal Institute of International Affairs,

Another factor of s cme importance must be mentioned in

this connexion - the narrow scope and the relatively small in-

fluence of the Faculties of law in the traditional British

academic organisation, This is due to historical

Continental Europe the introduction of a settled system of

Law coincided with the rise of the Universities, They were the

medium through which the Civil Iaw and the Canon Law were

diffused throughout ie mediaeval world; and the Civilians and

Canonists, who had graduated at the Universities of medieval

Europe, became the practitioners before its courts, both civil

and ecclesiastical. In England, on the other hand, the 



jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts was strictly con-

fined, whilst the English civil courts,. the Court of Admiral-

ty alone excepted, resisted altogether the introduction of

the Roman code. They proceeded instead to create and develop

a native TTÀ But this Common Law, crude, un-

systematised and couched in a barbarous tongue, was wholly

outside the range of subjects comprised in the mediae val con-

ception of learning. Consequently &n alliance between the

legal profession and the universities never came about in

England!!! English shatesihen and English gentlemen were

not educated in Facultésde Droit but along the lines of

what is still called in Oxford literae humaniores, Humaner

than what? we may ask. Dare we answer 'than rules of law’?

Certainly, the consequences of this different

education on the two sides of the Channel and the North Sea

have been and still are a potent factor in the formation of

public opinion and in its reaction upon events such as those

of our own day.

Thus the problem of finding a place for international

studies is not one which troubles the English-speaking world.

It is rather that of lifting and keeping voluntary initiative

and the activities and organisation that have resulted from

voluntary initiative up to the scientific level, For this it

is difficult to lay down fixed rules, The process of setting

a standard for the new study is being carried on in many and

various ways. Sentiment and propaganda are giving ground to

the cold claims of scientific method. And the advance made

this direction in the last few years owes not a little of
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Carr-Saunders amd Wilson, The Professions, (Oxford 1933),

pp.29-30, The italics are inserted. 
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its momentui to the association between English-speaking and

non-English-speaking scholars in the activities of the

Permanent Studies Conference,

The Aims of University Teaching of International Relations,

It does not seem necessary to devote additional

space to, this subject, since it has already been covered

by what has been said under the previous headings, notably

in, the account of Professor lambert's proposals …

It will be agreed that the aims are both ideal and

practical : ideal in the sense” that every scientific disci-

pline is pursuing the discovery of truthand practical in

the sense that it meets the needs of a particular body of

students destined for particular vocations,

The three supplementary questions have also re-

reiveé such attention as is warranted by the necessary

limits of this Report, within the foregoing discussion,

oxford, May 1936.
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SUMMARY OF FIRST MEZTING ON

THE UNIVERSITY TEACHING OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Ne

Friday, May 29th, at 10.30 a.m.

Chairman: Professor Ludwik Ehrlich.

The CHAIRIAN thanked the Conference for the honour

it had accorded him in inviting him to take the chair at

these meetings. He suggested that the subject proposed

should be discussed in the following order:-

(1) Nature and scope of theteaching of international

relations, including the place occupied by this teaching in

the different branches of scientific learning end its aims.

| (2) Technical organisation of this teaching.\

The CHAIRMAN further proposed that a portion of

each of the meetings be devoted to a general discussion, fol-

lowed by a debate on certain specific points. The time al-

lowed to each speaker would be limited, on the understanding,

however, that all would be given an opportunity of deeling

with shy of the subjects which seemed to offer the greatest

interest.

(Agreed.)

 



 

I. NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE TEACHING OF INTERNATION.
 

AL RELATIONS.

SIR ALFRED ZIMMERN (Geneva School of International
 

Studies) wished to add a few words to what he had already

written in his report, in order to take account of memoranda

and communications which had reached him since that date. He

had purposely couched his report in somewhat provocative terms,

if only to throw into relief the contrasting views of the dif-

ferent groups. He hoped, however, that he had not misrepre-

sented any of these views.

He had one slight correction to make, and that was

to explain that the Lew Faculty of the University of Lwow was

not, as he had implied, cut up into three faculties, but that

three further branches had recently been added to the Faculty.

Sir Alfred ZIMMERN then mentioned some half-dozen

communications received by him since the issue of his report.

These included contributions from groups representing Denmark,

Italy, the United States, Spain and Poland. Referring espe-

cially to Professor Plesner's suggestion that research be car-

ried out with a view to the proper teaching of European his-

tory, he said that this was not quite a matter for that morn-

ing's discussion, but rather one that might well be studied

by the Paris Institute of Intellectual Co-operation.

Tae speaker proposed finally that a small committee

might be nominated at the end of the morning meeting to con-

sider how the whole subject of international relations ought

to be studied during the next year.

(Agreed. ) 



Professor Janes T, SHOTWILL(American Co-ordinat-

ing Committee) asked if the Rapporteur would help the meet-

ing in its discussion by shortly summarising the main

points in his Report.

Sir Alfred ZIMMERN replied that the problem dis-

cussed in the Memoranda could be summarised under three

heads :-

| 1. The nature and. scope of the study of internation-

al relations. There was a general agreement that interna-

tional relations was a study of society and not simply of

politics or Government - in other words, tha't a sociolo-

gical approach was needed. Butthe society with which they

were concerned was the whole world and this involved an

extension of the range of sociological énquiries be yond

its conventional limits.

2. Secondly, there was the question of how this sub-

ject shouldbe taught«. The object of study was, so to
  

speak, a microcosm. ‘But it did not lend itself easily

to teaching purposes. Thus there was a tendency in the

memoranda to suggest that certain parts or aspects of 1106

a sort of niorocosm -- could be selected and isolated,

thus forming a field of international relations in minia-

ture.

3e Granted that this process of selection and iso-

lation could be satisfactorily carried through there re-

mained a third question -- how shouldthe study of this
 

ricrocosm be fitted into existing academic systems?

Each of these three questions had been discussed

in the memoranda and they brought out the fact that con-

ditions varied greatly in different countries. The English 



system, for instance, owing to its flexibility, made it easier

to introduce some form of teaching in international relations

into universities but made it more difficult to establish or

maintain scientific standards in dealing with it.

М, YANGUAS MESSIA (Federacion Espanol? | said that
 

the Spani sh Group thought that international relations could

effectively furnish a subject for teaching. He thought, how-

ever, that this tezching was of too complex a nature for it

to be usefully centred in a single professorial chair.

The first question to be consideredwas whether the

study of interns tional relations should be confined to an in-

vestigation 204 añ exposition of facts or, whether, on the

contrary, a definite attitude should be adopted lesding up to

judgments of valies. The speaker thought it indispensable

that the 888 of international relations should devote it-

self to an appreciation of facts. ‘For example, Spanish

tradition, which was based on the moral forces, that of Suarez

and Vitoris, showed that it was quite possible to express

opinions that were essentially objective. 14 Hand be recall-

ed that Vitoria, monk and subject of Charles У, was an an-

tagonist of the world temporal power of the Pope and opposed

the conquest of the uncivilised peoples of ied;

M. YANGUAS MESSIA thought, moreover, that the prin-

ciples of this new tenching should be based partly on facts,

but also on the major rules of human tradition. The best

proof of this was to ве found A the publication of Vitoria?s

works, in which one finds idees which, after four centuries,

can still serve as an ideal for mankind. With regard to the

scope of this teaching, the Spanish Group was in favour of a 



 

universal teaching, one that would not be confined to the

States members of the League of Nations. Nevertheless, he

feared that the diversity of organisations within the differ-

ent countries constituted a slight obstacle to the diffusion

of the teaching of international relations. In any case, the

teaching could not be restricted to the university sphere;

it should be extended also.to the different extra-universi ty

institutions.

)M. G. VLADESCOÔ RACOASSA (Institut Social Roumain)"

‘ wished, first of all, to clear up a question of terminology.

In his opinion, the most adequate title for the subject be-

fore the Conference was: "Studyof international relations,"

for if it were wished to. make international relations a sub-

ject of instruction, it was indispensable that not only

should this teachingbe properly organised but, in order

that this subject might be sttained, it was also necessery

thot the :hjeet itself should first of all be logically

systematised and made to embrace the entire field of these

relations.

In what sense.was it possible to speak of a science

Of international relations? M. VLADESCO-RACOASSA was in-

clined to regard it as a science of a sociological charae-

ter. As such, it could not be Limited to a mere narretion

of facts; it must demonstrate the constant relations existing

between these facts and discover their causes and tendencies.

It was recommended that the methods should be :- historical,

observation and comparison.

 

X) A memorandum.on the University Teaching of International
relations, submitted by М. Vladesco-Racoassa after the

Conference, will be found in the Amex. 



M. VLADTSCO-RACOASSA was convinced that the study

of international relations could SE as a basis for a sys-

tematic teaching giving a comprehensive survey of internation-

al realities and the tendencies of their evolution.

Referring next to the scope of this teaching, the

speaker thought that the facts could be classifien. according

to their nature, in four type-groups:- economie, politico-

administrative, social, intellectual and cultural; each of

these groups should then be examined from »the. point of view

of their organisation:- practical (history and diplomacy},

formal and juridical.

M. EISENMANN (French Co-ordinating Committee ) ex-

cludzd,

.

first of ail, the question of the study of interna-

tional relations in the secondary cycle in which a place

would be found only for historical instruction. In all coun-

tries, this instruction was still of a civie character, and

it was a delicate matter to harmonise the teuching of inter-

national effairs with that of civic education.

He approved the classification suggested by M. VIAD-

ESCO-RACOASSA, but believed it would be impossible for one

professor. to deal with the whole subject. It would be neces-

sary to arrange for the collaboration of & certain number of

teachers who would freely come to an understanding with a

view to the GoeLon of their expositions and researches

so that the minds of their pupils might be moulded by a me thod

of thought and practical work.

What, in fact, Was the fundamental aim? To give 2

new outlook to young men lesving higher education institu-

tions by showing what international .policy really signified.

This outlook would be all the broader as a larger number of 

 



 

universal teaching, one that would not be confined to the

States members of the League of Nations. Nevertheless, he

fear:d that the diversity of organisations within the differ-
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11. VLADTSCO-RACOASSA was convinced that the study

of international relstions could serve ás a"basis for a sys-

tematic teaching giving a comprehensive survey of internation

al realities and the tendencies of their evolution.

Referring next to: the scope of this teaching, the

speaker thought that the facts could be classified, according

to their nature, in four type-groups:- economic, politico-

administrative, social, intellectual and cultural; cach of

these groups should then be examined from the point of view

of their organisation:- practical (history and diplomacy},
t

formal and juridical.

.M. EISENMANN (French Co-ordinating Committee) ex-

cluded, first of all, the question of the study of interna-

tional relations in the secondary cycle in which a place

would be found only for historical instruction. In all coun-

tries, this instruction was still of a civic character, and

it was a delicate matter to harmonise the teaching of inter-

national affairs with that of civic education.

He approved the classification suggested by M. VLAD-

ESCO-RACOASSA, but believed it would be impossible for one

professor to dezl with the whole subject. It would be neces-

sary to arrange for the collaboration of & certain number of

teachers who would freely come to an understanding with a

view to the co-ordination of their expositions and researches

so that the minds of ‘their pupils might be moulded by a me thod

of thought and practical work.

What, in fact, was the fundamental aim?

new outlook to young men lesving higher education institu-

tions by showing what international policy really signified.

This outlook wauld be sll the broader as a larger number of 

 



 

teachers helped to bring home to the students the interpre-

tation of the different disciplines. The speaker approved

the passage in the remarks made by M. YANGUAS MESSIA concern-

ing the part played by moral forces. He did not, however,

agree that an attempt should be made to impose a form of in-

ternational orthodoxy. He did not wish to run the risk of be-

ing burned at the stake -- since the Conference was being held

in the country of the Inquisition -- for having, Ly hypothesis,

spoken disparagingly of the League of Nations. On the contrary,

he felt that it was essential that each should retain full lib-

erty of judgment in the matter. The teachers’ aim was to ma ke

their pupils feel the need for freedom of judgnent.

М. EISENMANN stated that it was not certain that the

differences in structure between the systems of higher learn-

ing constituted an obstacle to the diffusion of this teaching,

and cited, by way of example, the French organisation and the

results it had produced.

As to the place to be assigned to these studies, he

thought it desirable that the students should previously be

given certain definite instruction in the national field and

that their outlook should be progressively broadened so that,

beginning with their own country, they might conceive the

world as a whole.

1, KOMARNICKI (Central Committee for Polish Iusti-

tutions) was of the opinion that the teaching of internation-

al relations presented itself as a positive science based on

the descriptive method and that it might be called "inte rna-

tional sociology." In respect of international law, it would

take on the role assumed by the general theory of State 



 

in the study of constitutional law.

Hs thought, however, that the teaching of cognate

subjects should be regarded as valuable complements to this

new science, for example: political and economic geography,

history, ete., the object of which was to enable students to

acquire a thorough knowledge of facts,

Ine of the consequences of the development of inter-

national life was the formation of a veritable international

society, whose Tules and laws deserved to be studied just &s

much as those of individual States.

M. KOMARNICKI, who believed that this new teaching

was destined to occupy an important position, congratulated

the Iastitute of Intellectuel Co-operation on being able to

take a prominent part in its diffusion.

Professor MANNING (BritishCo-ordinating Coumittee)

asked leave to speak his mind frankly without any special ate

tempt at diplomatic politeness. His method would be to attack

as heresies and fallacies those views with which he happened

not to concur. He did, however, agree with the last speaker

in preferring that the teaching of international relations

should be positive and not normative. He wished, neverthe-

less, to protest against Sir Alfred Zimmern's allegation that

in his (Professor Manning's) treztment of the matter, the phil-

osophic implications of "the subject" were simply overlooked.

This was not so. Tac subject-matter, namely: international

relations, as a phase of real life, was one and indivisible,

but that did not mean that there could be only one "subject."

The difference between their ideas perhaps lay in the fact that

in Oxford Professor Zimmern was teaching within a curriculum

of philosophy and politics, while he himself in London was 



 

 

serving in a school of the social sciences. So far from ig-

noring moral issues, it was part of the scientis;'s function

to emphasise their existence and their essentiaily contro-

versial nature; but if in so doing, he permitted himself to

"push" his own personal valuations, he was forfeiting his

Tie ss 5enaso,

Professor VERZIJL has said that the study of inter-

national relations should aim at training statesmen. Yes:

many things needed doing in the world. But was not the edu-

cation of youth likewise and as it wer: independently a prob-

‚lem of importance? Nor need the commencement of this study

70 1 until Shs Student had exheustively acquired all kinds

9f other information, as some seem inclined to think.

Professor MANTING pro te sted further sgainst the

iden of. the teacher as,a.nec&ssarily, or even professedly,

anise Lent person. In order to c onnunieste the scientific

“attitude, the teacher should teach as a fellow-student and

not as an encyclopsedia. Nor did he hold with the suggest.

ed idea that "international relations" should be understood

restrictively as "international relations since 1919,"

Another memorandum had deprecated the tendency for teachers

to become sceptical. In practice, however, the risk has got

to be run. A teach:r did not need to know everything. In

desd, it took a rather exceptional men to admit that he did

not know all about his subject. Humble ignorance, where

proper and inevitable, was an attitude not to be discouraged.

Mr. BAILEY (British Co-ordinating Committee) wi she
 

ed to assure Professor llanning thet he was in full agreement

with him regarding the desirability of scepticism as an at- 



titude to be encouraged. Indeed, one of the greatest dangers

to university training wes the alarming growth of political

intolerance in many European countries. But at the seme time

he would point out that the great majority of secondary school

pupils did not proceed to the universities. A distinetion

should therefore be drawn in this matter between secondary and

higher education, for many would question whe ther it was a de-

sirable educational ideal to imbue children who were not pur-

suing their education further with a spirit of scepticism.

Professor WIBSTI
——

(BritishCo-ordinating Committee)

said that he had not so far at the meeting learnt much about

the teaching of international relations, though plenty about

international relations themselves. For the universities re-

flected life and the attitude the teachers took up at their

discussions was a reflection of the world they lived in.

The disciplines of universities, he said, were al-

ways dying. A time came when they ceased to reflect the con-

ditions of the world about them and the teachers represented

the ferment set up in these dying bodies.

He suggested that the scepticism of the Rapporteur,

who, as his latest book showed, was not altogether disinclined

towards dogmatism, was due to his recognition of the difficul-

ties of being dogmatic about this new science of international

relations. The present stage was necessarily one of exper-

ience and they must not expect to find stable ground beneath

their feet.

Moreover, the disciplines of universities had never

been determined by the universities alone. They were much too

important matters for that. The Governments of the day would

not allow a handful of professors to plan their disciplines. 



 

Even in Anglo-Saxon countries, who boasted of their academic

freedom, infuences of wealth and power imposed upon some uni-

versities a definite attitude towards international rela-

tions. They would have therefore to face the difficulty of

organising any study of those relations which did .not re-

fleet the character of the government in control of the coun-

try in which the university was situated. In this connection

he paid a tribute to Croce.

Lastly, he would observe that the world was pass-

ing through & phase when the economic factors in life had be-

‚come of far more importance to ordinary people than formerly.

Nearly all their students were coming to look upon interna-

tional relations а a function of economie relations. It was

impossible from a study of international relations to evolve

a political: scheme which had no reference to these economic

realities.

Dr. J. PLESNER (Danish Institute) pointed to a
 

passage in the report, which asked whether the study of. in-

ternational relations was not really a study of History and

he said that in many ways it was so, but attention specially

ought still to be given to the problems ofthe teaching of

history. He would start from the well known point of view

that the limits within which the relations between public

opinion and foreign polities must forcibly work are closely

set by the mentality produced by the normal schoolbooks,

which really preach, what he had called in his memorandum:

various "national mythologies."

‘The schoolbooks, though, could not be very differ-

ent from what they are at present when historical. research-

work is done in the way, which is still the normal way. Tney 



reflect quite wcll the average rasearch-work and summarize cur

rent information relatively correctly.

The point he wanted to make clear was this, that

Turopean history as such has yet to be written. Even the пео-

essary research-work has not yet been done; the information at

hand can only serve the usual mythologies -- what can not serve

them has instinctively been left more or less untouched.

A new research into the general history, not of the

Nations but of Europe is an absolute necessity if we “shall hope

to understand the problems of to-day and to teach these in a

scientific way. In hismemorandum he had explained his views

in a fuller way and there he had suggested a preliminary pro-

gramme of possible research into the origins of the chief

Turopeken frontiers.

Me GASCON Y MARIN (Fedsracion Espanola) agreed with
 

th: observations made by the speakers who had preceded him, in

that they stressed the difficulty of assembling under one head

the different branches ‘of the terching of international rela-

tions.

The creation of such a teaching was, to his mind, in-

dispensable since its component subjects were not always in-

cluded in the programme of juridical, economic or political

science.

Ha called attention to the problem of freedom in re-

gard to this teaching. There were, in fact, certain countries

where university professors were more or less responsibl: to

the Government. In any case, it scemed impossible to attain

the desired end simply by creating a chair of "international

relations." Every possible collaboration should be admitted

and, for it to be complete, the new teaching should embrace

© 

 



 

 

 

 

notions that would be cconomie, juridical and political. It

might, moreover, be possible to conceive of a change in the

methods adopted for the tecching of the different subjects.

For example, geography would becom: "geopolitics."

Referring to the question of moral forces, lí. GASCON

Y MARIN seconded طع 8made by М. YANGUAS MESSIA, who

had raised this point. There could be no doubt that a teacher

would not wish to impose his opinion; it was from the conflict

of ideas that enlightenment was obtained. Further, it would

bs useless to impose orthodoxy; heterodoxy would always sub-

sist; “md. the example of Vitoria, who had secured a heering

ín an-era óf absolutism, proved that a menwith objective

ideas can succeed 'in-gainirnge hearing by all the powers on

earth.

The speaker concluded by demonstrating the inter-

penetretion of different branches of study and expressed the

hope thet no obstacle would ever arise to impede the re-

searches of men who devoted their lives to these delicate

problems. ›(Арр1ам зе),

 

M, VAN KLEFFENS (Academy of Internetional Law) call-

ed the attention of the Conference to the fact that the study

of international relations had advanced farther in the Anglo-

Saxon countries than in the others.

The Rapporteur, in an endeavour to analyse the

causes of this unequal development, concluded with the as-

sumption that English-speeking countries had advanced farther

in this field becsuse of their more supple educational organ-

isation. Would it not also be appropriate to say that one

of th: causes wes the conservatism of a number of continental

universities? This circumstance should normally lead to the 



sstablishment of special autonomous schools or to the develop- |

ment of a spirit of collaboration between the different Faculties

concerned.

It was to be noted, moreover, that a feeling of un-

casiness wes experienced in certain university circles when in

ternational que stions were broached. Propaganda on an extensive

and organised footing was needed in order that the utility of

the teaching of international relations might be understood.

M. LAMBERT (French Co-ordinsting Committee) stated
  that, in his 9pinion, the teaching of international relations

could be envisaged from 2 twofold aspect.

Was it a question of training an "élite" -- persons

thoroughly femiliar with the society in which they lived? If

so, the creation of chairs of internationrl relations would un-

doubtedly be of the gre-test service. But this would not suf-

fice; it would be necessary to open a veritable institution

for the study of the. social sciences. Also, it would be nec-  
essary to give the utmost value to the diploma awrrded to

students who devote themselves to this work.

Was it, on the contrary, a question of inculenting

to the majority of citizens iders thet would enable them to

make the best use of their voting forms? In thet case, the

tencher of intern” tional relations would be amply sufficient;

but then it would be rather = matter of primary education.

M, FERRARI DALLE SPADE (Centro Italiano) said that
 

the study of interns tionsl relrtions covered such = vast field

tht it could not be compressed into one subject of teaching.

It was not a question of = special autonomous subject embr acing

the whole of the Universe, but of a sum of technical and pos-

 



 
 

itive subjects. If it wers generrlly agreed thet collaborza-

tion between the different teachers must be resorted to, the

question tht arose concerned the orgenisntion of a Faculty

in 11 its detnils and the elaboration of a study plan to be

r:commanded to the students. Should they be left free to

pursue their studies as they wished, and to what extent?

Mast a distinction be made between compulsory and optional

subjects, or should the students be left entirely free to

choose for themselves?

But if, in certain circles, mention is ‘made of an

annlytienl synthesis or of 2 morel ides, nll «mbiguity must

be removed in order to avoid the tendencyto impose, 2% zny

price, a special mentality and to introduce n ee mystical

doctrine, 2n international comnformism with its accompanying

articles of belief.

Naturally, solidarity among civilised nations and

in the collective organis-tion of the present-day world was

living rerlity, but should it be developed or should it be

modified in a certnin measure in the light of experience, or

confined to humanitarian questions of assistance? These are

questions which need exhaustive investigr tion, full liberty

of judgment being left to the students.

The CHAIRMAN then closed the discussion. Hs summed

up the debete by enumerating vrrious specific points on which

he thought a special discussion might be opened at the begin-

ning of the afternoon's sitting.

lI, Hanri BONNET proposed thot the Conference appoint

a small committee to exrmine the action to be taken during

the yesr to give effect to the discussions. The following 



"CHACON, 1. YANGUA3 Y MESSIA, М. E. KSRSCHAGL, M. J. PLESNER,

be held st the next sitting,

were appointed members of this committee:- M. L. EHRLICH, Sir

Alfred ZIMMERN, M. L. EISENMANN, M. ‘J. LAMBERT, M. G. BAYON Y

Mr. J-mes TP. SHOTWELL, Mr. CaAoW, MANNING, Mrs He F. ANGUS, M,

E. N. Van Kleffens, M. G. VLADESCO RACOASSA, Mr. S. H. BAILEY

and Mr. T, Be KITTREDGE.

Professor WEBSTER (British Co-ordinating Committee)
 

hoped that the Chairman would find time in the nfternoon to

make some observrtions of his own upon the subject of discus-

sion.

The CHAIRMAN informed the meeting that he would give

 

his views on the different questions during the discussion to

The Meeting rose at 1 p,m.
 

 

 



 
 

SUMMARY OF SECOND MEETING ON

iIHE UNIVERSITY TEACHING OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Friday, liay 29th 1936, at 4 p.m.

Chairman : Professor Ludwik Ehrlich

»

I. (Continued) — NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE TEACHING CF
 

INTERNATIONALRELATIONS.

The CHAIR“AN recalled that the meeting would now

discuss a few specific points which had been brought out at

the morning's sitting,

a) Can the teaching of international relations be regarded

as a single science ?

“

M. DIRYNG (Central Committee for Polish Institutions)

"explained the organisation of diplomatic studies at the Jean

Casimir University of Iwow, This teaching consisted in the

study of international relations considered as a single science

divided into several branches : history, geography, economics,

politics and technics, He explained how this teaching was sub- 



divided in these different branches; excellent results had

thus been obtained with a small budget.

M, KOMARNICKI (Central Committee for Polish Institutions)

said that although the study of international relations should

present itself as a single whole, different phases of teaching
+

must be distinguished,It was therefore desirable to :

1) establish a centre for scientific international

studies in each country,

2) distribute well-developed and practical teaching

among schools of political science;

3) give all Faculty students general notions on inter-
national politics that would contribute to the de-

velopment of the international spirit.

M. ZISENWMANN (French Coordinating Committee) specially

endorsed the suggestions made by М. van KLEFFENS (closer col-

laboration between the Faculties) and. by Ms KO:IARNICKEI,

In fact, he thought it indispensable that notions on inter-

national politics should be given to students of law, eco-

nomics and history.

The CHAIRMAN seconded these observations,
=

Is the science of international relations apositive

science ? What is its relationship to the other sciences!

M, DERYNG said that, to his mind, the Conference was

faced rather with a descriptive science, It was its task, how-

ever, to arrive at certain general rules, after having analysed

the facts.

Professor RICHARDSON: (Geneva School of International

Studies) said that Professor Manning had raised the problem 
 
 



  

whether the study of international relations should be

one of analysis or whether 1+ should also include expres-

sions of opinions and judgments. Those who had made a sys-

tematic study of international relations had responsibility

for expressing their own. views, But there was no need for

such expressions of opinion to be given dogmatically. The

teacher should present nie students with all the elements

necessary to form their own conclusions, but should also

be free to express views of his own personal opinions, to-

gether with the grounds upon which these opinions were based.

This was indeed desirable and could not be called dogmatism,

_IANNING (British Coordinating Committee)

suggested that the differences he had mentioned in the morn-

ing between Professor Zimmern's Irankly philosophical and

his own would-be scientific approach to the study of inter-

national relations were not such as to create any gulf bet-

ween the two methods. It was certainly expedient that the

teacher should let his views be known, All Professor !lanning

wished to insist upon was that he should not preach them.Е I

Sir Alfred. ZI:LIERN (Geneva School of International

Studies) agreed with the last remark. Nevertheless, he held

that the teacher was bound in the nature of things to live

his philosophy, and he suspected that in reality Professor

Manning might be no less a philosopher than himself,

Me YANGUAS LIESSIA believed that he had perhaps not
 

made himself quite clear at the previous meeting. He hadq I 8

certainly not claimed that the teaching of international 



|
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relations should have a quasi-denominational character; he

had wished to stress that ethics and honesty should predominate

in international relations as they did in the home relations

cit*izons.ه1  
M. EISENMANN agreed with M, YANGUAS MESSIA.

MTProfessor WEBSTER (British Coordinating Committee)
 

raised as a practical question for discussion the connection

between the study of international relations on the one hand,

and the study of history and economics, on the other, As regards

history, he agreed with his Danish colleague, whc had said that

morning that what was needed was a re-statement of history to

meet "the needs of this new science of international relations,

As an example, he cited the case of the London School of Ëco- |

nomics, wnich had reorganised the teaching of economic histo-

ry to mest the needs of modern economies. So, in history, the | 
nineteenth and earlier centuries must be linked up with modern

times, It was a significant fact that no study had superseded

that in the Concert of Europe in the Nineteenth Century, written

by a French Professor more than twenty years ago.

Dr, J. PLISNER (Danish Institute) wished again to under-

line the necessity of founding a really European history upon

new researahewori, starting at a much earlier date than the

nineteenth century, which to economists usually seemed the re-

motest past, He would maintain that there was much more than

a theoretic truth in the point of view that the recent history

must be misunderstood if Medieval and Roman times were not well

understood.



 
 

Professor MANNING (British Coordinating Committes)

wished it to be remembered that not only history and econo-

mics, but a whole series of other subjects, also had their

bearing on the study of international relations, It was dif-

ficult to speak of any one of these studies as the par excel-

lence one right approach.For example, some were apt to over-

look jurisprudence, a study which was another perhaps not

less vital approach to the science of international relations.

Dr, von MISES (Graduate Institutefor International

Studies) pointed out that every study and teaching of poli-

tical economy is a study of international relations too, and

that therefore political economy is a part of the study of

international relations,

Professor RICHARDSON (Geneva School of International

Studies) wished to support that view,

M. EISENMANN stated that any study of international

relations was a study of history.

М, YANGUAS MESSIA gave an outline of the, programme
 

of studies of the Francisco Vitoria Institute,

Miss HENTZE (Australian Institute of International

agreed with what Professor Webster had said as to the impor-

tance of including economics and history in their study, There

was, however, a danger in this comparative method of inter-

preting the past in terms of the present and so reading his-

tory backwards,

Tha CHAIRIAN said that, in his opinion, a place should be 



 

effectively reserved forhistorical, economic and other

studies, They should, however, be aûjusted one to the other,

c) Relationship between the study of international
 

relations and international law,
 

M. LAMBERT expressed the view that the study of inter-  national relations extended beyond the framework of interna-

tional law.

M, de LUNA (Federacion. Espanola). remarked that the
 

A me de я a e . 8 : 8 : ; 0
role of international law in international reldtions Was not

yet very definite.

The CHAIRIIAN agreed with M, LAMBERT : international
يي

law was merely the juridical aspect of international relations,

 

Sir Alfred ZIMMERN (Geneva school of International

Studies) drew attention to the fact that the relation between

international law and the science of international relations

underlay the whole history of the League of Nations during the

past fifteen years. This point seemed to call for further dis-

cussion.

 

à) Should the teaching of international relations be

reserved for a special class of student ? or should
 

1+, on the contrary, begenerally difiused ?
 

The CHAIRIAN thought that the same school might have

two sections satisfying both requirements.

M. LAIBERT considered that the two kinds of teaching

should be developed but that the ‘study undertaken by me



 

 

Conference should be specially directed to the first:

e) Will not the study of international relations encounter

unwillingness on the part of universities and govern-

ments ?
لا حس

The CHAIRMAN said that the only difficulty met with

at Lwow was that of funds. Other difficulties may perhaps have

arisen in other countries. He felt, however, that in this matter,

as in many others, all that was needed was the will to succeed.

“ATT

Dr. KIRSCHAGL (Konsularakademie, Vienna) pointed out two

difiiculties that confront them. One very important practical

question for every teacher of international relations is whether

ures were in accordance with Government policy - a point

perhaps, in the case of a professor of economics than

of international law. The second dif-

ficulty lay in securing the necessary cooperation between s ingle

universities and High schools, In the case of Austria, this dif-

liculty did not arise, for there was the closest collaboration

betwsen the "Konsularakadenie" and the relevant institutions.

M, BISINI.ANN observed that the chief difficulty was

+0 know what advantages students would derive from the study

of international relations if such study were not coniirmed by

an oïiicial diploma. It was therefore desirable that systems

of +eaching and diplomas be radically recast, This question

would assume a different character in each country.

The CHAIRMAN closed the discussion on the first questionq 



 
 

II. CRO\NISATION CF THE TEACHING OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS.

  

Ihe CHAIRMAN enumerated the various conceptions of the

organisation of this teachin 0
3

Sir Alfred ZIITTERN (Geneva School of International
 

Studies) said that he had nothing to add to his words of

 

that morning. The problen, as he said, was different in the

Anglo-Saxon countries. from what it was in continental coun-

tries.

 

the Conference was cont£ronted with a far wider educational

problem than was perhaps realised. The human spirit was on

the move; for it had been diverted from its customary walks

Of the nineteeuth century. It was usual to ascribe this to

changes in the material environment due to modern inventions

and progress generally in the pure and applied sciences. It

would be an error to take too mechanistic a view. Climate

was also an important element in any environment and in the

social environment climate, formed by opinions and ideas,

was also changing. The problem was how to bring this move-

ment of the spirit and the effects of material change into

harmony with one another, A rough historical analogy might

be found in the conditions at the close of the iliddle Ages

in the 14*h and 15th centuries in Zurope.

Ths time had come for the general discussions of the

Conference to merge into something more practical, The work

might proceed along two channels :-

(1) The discussion of methodology and the definition of

 

 



 

 

 

the subject-matter.

(2) The encouragement of international studies at dif-

ferent levels of education, The vulgarisation of the studies

should, as M. van Kleffens had urged, be as rapid and as ex-

tensive as possible, For this purpose, however, the aid of

experts was essential, Each of the many levels of education

called for separate treatment. A course of development might

be regarded as desirable for one but highly undesirable for

another branch; for example, many authorities in Creat Britain

would condemn any tendency to add further to a secondary school

curriculum already overcharged on the purely intellectual side,e © e y

Mr, Bailey suggested six matters for study, all of

them connected with higher education :-

(1) The training of a personnel qualified to teach in-

ternational relations,

(2) Obstacles to the extension of the university study

and +each:ng of international relations created by existing

examination requirements.

(3) The problem of faculty organisation.

(4) Linguistic difficulties,

(5) The provision of the materials and library and

other facilities required for the sr and teaching of

international relations,

(6) The problem of the equivalence of matriculation

certificates and university degrees.

This was an ambitious programme, but one of which

the Studies Conference should undertake at least a part. It

might be found possible in IN to link up several of

these proposed practical studies with other branches of th

Institute's activity, 
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M, Van KAN (Institute of Pacific Relations) was in
 

favour of a method to which reference had been made in the

different memoranda submitted to the Conference, the effect

of which would be to coordinate the subjects already being

taught in existing schools and Faculties,

The difficulty to which Sir Alfred ZI:MERN had called

attention in his report (need for securing the services of

professors in the different Faculties) had been easily over-

come in Holland, At Leyden and Utrecht, students working for

posts in the Civil Service of the KHotkerlands last Indies were,

without any difficulty whatsoever, able to follow courses at

the Faculty of Letters and at the Faculty of Law. The Boards

of Examiners were composed of professors of the two Faculties

and jointly constituted ав a Faculty of Law and Letters.

M, Van KAN nevertheless pointed out that the re-grouping

Of courses already held should not pravent the creation of new

chairs should the need for these arise. In particular, the

creation of a course on the history of the idea of peace through

out the world seemed to be indispensable,

At present, propaganda in favour of pacifist ideas, a

propaganda in which, inthe last analysis, all our efforts

converged, was being gravely menaced by a shadow hovering over

these efforts, The reason was that, owing to the disconcerting

brutality of events, a feeling of possimian was spreading among

the masses and even among the cultured, History, more than any

other subject, could restoreconfidence among the people of this

disillusioned generation, A searching analysis of the past ser-

ved as a lesson that was both encouraging and comforting since

it taught us that mankind, with infinitely tragic cagerness,  



 

 

though unceasingly engaged in war, has always dreamed of peace,

that it has never abandoned its hope and that the failures of

the past can be explained by the errors that had been committed

and which were now apparent to the well-informed observer, Hence

that magnificent thought that mankind will never abandon its

dream and will fight to free itself from the errors of the past

and of the future, In order to establish this faith in history

it would be necessary to introduce a teaching of history of a

speclal character, one that scarcely figures, if at all, in

our university programmes and which cannot attain its- end in a

really satisfactory manner udlcss new professorial chairs are

« «created. (Applause).

M, RIAZA (Foderacion Espanola) who was a partisan of
 

freedom in every field, thought that it would-be useless to

confirm the studics with which the Conference was concerned

by awarding diplomas or certificates, By way of example, he

cited the results obtained by the Spanish institutions where

it had been possible to diffuse certain ideas. He also thought

14 necessary to emphasise that this teaching nust awaken echoes

in the widest of intellectual circles if any degree of success

was to be attained, from the elementary school to the University.

Otherwise, if onc feared to conduct propaganda in the highest

sense of the expression there was a risk that these offorts

would be confined within very narrow limits,

Professor £ WE (American Coordinating Committee)

was happy to find that they were in sight of practical issues

after the philosophical discussions of the morning and after-

noon, 
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The Rapporteur has called the subject of thelr dis-

cussions "humanity as a whole" The study of International

Relations in the academic world must inevitably be viewed

as a science which was intended to provide the students with

a wider view, They were living in the midst of new things, but

it was difficult to separate the inventions of modern science

from +he character of past human intercourse. These stood to

one another in the relation of cause and effect. The impact

of.international relations on other subjects must, therefore,

be kept in sight. The subject was a new one and its study a

matter of quite recent years... They were in the pionsering stage,

On this point he referred to Dr. Bdith Ware's volume concerning

the United States and offered to supply such few Goes of the

book as were still available to any of his listeners who might

be interasted,

The Americans, he said, had begun by linking the sub-

Ject of international relations with international law, This

tended +0 develop a contractual concept of +he study, owing,

perhaps, to their federal organisation, Speaking as an his-

torian, however, he thought +his unfortunate in the. long run,

In such a dynamic problem there was no пеой for coordination

with history and economies,

He accepted Ilr, Bailey's analysis and agreed with him

that there was need for export aid, more especially in orga-

nising the study of international relations at the different

levels of primary and secondary education, The ordinary teacher

has his time too fully occupied to take on this work. Therefore

it should be carried out by secondary school authorities, In the

United States of America, leaders of education had been asked to
0

 

 

 



 
 

prepare reports showing how the study of international rela-

tions could be brought into connection with ordinary school

subjects.

M, EISIN:ANN speaking on behalf of his colleague М;

BOUGLE, who was unable to be present, explained the orga-

nisation of the teaching of international policy in France,

more especially in the Universities of Paris, Nancy, Stras-

bourg and Lyon.

‚Не «почете it preferable not *o create a special

Faculty for this tcaching; there was, in fact, a movement

on foot which was calculated +0 remove the barriers ex-

isting between the different Faculties and to develop, in
+

the form of Institutes, collaboration amongst professors

in the different branches of learning.

As’ to the question of secondary education, M. EISFN-

MAN said that this was a very delicate matter, Would the

programmes be still further overloaded ? Were the +eachers

prepared to undertake this new teaching ? These were questions

which called for detailed study ‘but which the Conference was

not yet in a position to undertake,

Mr, ANGUS (Canadian Institute ofInternational Affairs)

wished to utter a mild protest against generalities which

might be valid for &urope, but were not applicable to Canada,

Were he asked by a young Canadian how to set about the study

of international relations. he would recommend him to go to

Zurope on completion of his preparatory work and study at the

great centres where facilities were available and where he

could acquire a knowledge of other peoples and of their outlook, 



 

The aim of teachers in Canada must be to vulgarise the science

and present it in small doses, with local applications, to men

and women who were preparing for business or the professions,

Such people did more than "inscrire des Bulletins" : they

played an important part in making public opinion. They were

the group from which were produced the political leaders of

the country. The function of teachers was pedagogic and did

not consist primarily in the development of a science. Nor was

such work as this to be disparaged, He hoped +hat this point

migh+ be inserted in a future report on the question they were

discussing, because of the tendency of some of the speakers to

underrate the value of vulgarization.

TTProfessor M, CUESTA (Federacion Espanola) stresse

the spirit of collaboration which, in Spain, united the Uni-

versity and the special schools for the organisation of the

teaching of international relations; it was in that spirit

that Spanish professors in higher education establishments

were conducting their researches in their different spheres,

constructively and with a view to the development of the sub-

Jeen,

The speaker explainod how the scientific study of inter

national relations could be envisaged from the economic point

of view and rccoun*ed his eene experience of the organisat-

ion of a Seminar of International Economy, attached to his chair

of Political Economy at the School of Commercial Studies; this

Seminar had proved a success as regards the development of the

international spirit among students,
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The CHAIRMAN, summing up the discussion, believed that

1+ would not be impossible to establish collaboration between

the different Faculties or Schools likely to contribute to the

study of international relations. It would also bc desirable

to obtain the assistance of personalities who, without pos-

sessing the formal qualification of professor, might give the08

students practical ideas on questions with which they were

profesionnaly familiar, He thought that even if it were ine

possible to make this study a special subject in the program-

mes of secondary schools, i+ was in any case indispensable

that professors of history should be able to guids their pupils

in +hat direction.

The CHAIRMAN was gratified to note that the two meetings

had furnished an opportunity of confronting so many different

opinions and thanked the speakers for the suggestions they had

made in he course of the discussions.

The Meeting rose at 6.40 p.m.



 



 

CHAPTERY.

RELEVANT PART OF THS

ADMINISTRATIVE MEETING

fax 2May 31st

Report of the Rapporteur
  

Professor Sir ALFRED ZIMMERN
 

Ina review of the discussion, Sir Alfred ZIMMERN

ramarked that it hd been grouped around three topies:-

Firstly, the nr ture of international relations or the ques-

tion °s to: the object of study: secondly, the form of ped=-

gogic =pproach or how should this object be studied: thirdly,

the problem of acrdemic adjustment or how should the study

have its pirce in the existing serdemic programme. He point-

ed out that certrin concluida: seemed to MeTen accepted

without question. Nobody had denied that there was some

kind of mé terial for specirl study which could be isolated

from the generrl body of social phenomena extending, as one

speaker expressed it, "from anthropology to mechrnisotion."

Nor had anyone contested the desirability of teaching this

me terial, ag a study of reeclity, whether the reality be in

the social, political, economic, juridical, geographical or

psychologicel field. No one m=intained, for instance, that

this reality was too near to us and that its teaching would

therefore necesscrily be "journalistic," or that it was too

"nyolitical,” in the sense thrt its teaching would be liable

to undue influence through propaganda or other forms of gov-

ernnent control. Nor did enyone dispute the desirability of

finding the means for making the necessary ecademic rdjust- 
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ment to enable international relations to be taught in Uni.

versities.

As regrrds the discussion on the first two points --

the nature of th: study and the method of pedagogic approach --

the discussion was too detailed to be satisfactorily summarized,t
h

But certain trains of thought пп particular notions recurred

in a number of speeches. Amongst these might be mentioned the

conception that the discussion involved a problem of the method-

 

ologyof the social sciences, the notion of interpenetration
 

between University Faculties, the sense of the need for = scien

 

tific approach to the study of internrtionnl relations =nd,

finslly, the emphesis laid on GEITEN md interpretation as

opposed to mere description. :

[ As to the third problem, thet of nendemic sd justment,

valunble contributions were made to the discussion by speakers

who explained the conditions in their respective countries.

Three points of great interest might be mentioned:- firstly,

the need, emphasised by Professor SHOTWELL, for speciclist

teacher, at different levels of education, in the primary and

secondary schools «as well ns at the University: secondly, the

importance, stressed by Professor EHRLICH, of securing the co-

operation, in teaching the subject, of men who had had practicel

experienos of interne tional affairs: and thirdly, the special

difficulties arising in the case of countries somewhat remote

fron the main scene of intern tionel politics, such as C=nada.

In such cases, so it wns urged by Professor ANGUS arrangements

should be made to enable students to continue their study of

the subject in countries where there wera better facilities for

direct observation and experience.

Finolly, the Repporteur drew ettention to the sub-
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of work outlined by Mr. BAILEY and to

to the need for a periodierl in which the

present and subsequent conferences could be

available to = wider circle.





 

 

CHAPTER VI.

EXTRACT FROM THE CLOSING
 

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE CONFERENCE
 

Professor GASCON Y MARIN
 

"Phe subject of our Conference comprised the problem

of the tenehing of international relations. Myself, Profes-

sor of the University, I enn derive benefit from «ll the

ideas exehanged here; we hove listened to university profes-

sors whose pedagogic systems сте very different,- whose con-

ceptions of the eim of a university end of its orgonisation

very considerably; and then, in the questions like that of

the axcminstion of international relations, we have arrived

t conclusions which are almost unsnimous sbout the end to

be attrined. We have seen that, in the meetings of the Com~

mittze which to-dny undertook to outline the programme for

future meetings, we сте all agrecd as to the menner in which

we should exmine these grave and complex problems, not only

fron the point of view of the Professors, not only from the

point of view of the organisation of esteblishments, but also

from the point of view of the pupils and the students. We

have judged th~t, for these problems, 1 co-operation of econ-

omists, of jurists, of sociologists, etc. 1S NECESSITY +...

Wnv? For the same reason which m“de me point out, the first

day, thet, in пп orgenism of e national cherneter, the organ-

ism of political charscter does not suffice; the politicel

character sometimes preponderr tes too much in the activity

of the League of Nations; a really intern~ tional orgenisc-

tion is necessary.” 
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ВЕТОК OBSERVA.LIONS ON THE TEACHING OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
мауро „а 

A.- Nature of the study of international relations and the
 

place it occupies as a science.
 

First of all, I should like to raise a question re-

garding the terminology used in the Conference docunents

dealing with this problem. Reference is made therein to the

"teaching of international relations," in some cases to "in-

ternational studies," and in others, purely and simply, to

"international relations.”

I would point out, if I may, that in my opinion

the most appropriate expression would be the "study of in-

ternational relations,” for the following reesons:-
 

(1) international relations are merely facts;

(2) university teaching is not a teaching of facts but

of systemetised -- that is to say scientific -- knowledge;

fr
(Ss even if we cannot, et the moment, speak of the ex-

istence of a s0iones of international relations, definitely

established and unanimously recognised, nevertheless when it

is a question of making the study of international relations

a subject of teaching thet subject must necessarily be syste-

matically and logically orgenised like other sciences.

Following the recommendation of the Executive Com-

mittee, we shall direct our attention first of all to the

question of the nature and scope of the study of internation-

al relations.

pince, however, this question is closely bound up 



 
 

 

with that of the place that international studies occupy as

a subject of scientific learning, they must be considered and

discussed together.

Consequently, we must endeavour to ascertain in wha t

sense it is possible to speak of a science of international

relations. To my mind, -this science can be but a sociologi-

cal science, or, to be more precise, a special social science.

Its object is constituted by international rela-

tions, relations arising spontaneously and necessarily as the

result of the normal and natural contacts established between

the different groups, units or Deense social remise tion

in the course of the historical evolution of mankind.

Envisaged as a science, it cannot be limited to a

mere description of concrete facts in the matter of relations,

without an attempt being made to determine their origin, to

explain. their csuses, to indicate their permanent relationship,

to follow up the consequences and to consider the trend of

their constant development, in relation to the circumstances

of time and place, of biological andsocial structure, collec-

tee psychology, culture, civilisation, political and admin-

CAEL organisation.

Thus constituted as a sciance, the study of interna-

tional relations csn, I am sure, really form the subject of a

special, systema tio and synthetic teaching of a sociological

character, or, more correctly, a teaching 4n the nature of an

applied sociological science, notably in the universities and

nigher schools.

Tven at the present moment, this teaching appears to

be a necessity corresponding to realities and to evident and

definite requirements. This is borne out by- the fact that, in 
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practically 211 the universities of the world, attention is

being turned in that direction where any of the special social

sciences are concerned.

There exists, at present, a teaching based on the

fragmentary and unco-ordinated study of international rela-

‘tions, either from the historical viewpoint, the juridical

point of view ¢ from the stendpoint of economics.

With regard to the nature and scope of the subject

to be embraced by this teaching, I would suggest the follow-

ine systematisation:-

Concrete international relations, that is facts

prorerly so called, may be divided, according to their nature

end to their significance in social life, into our main class-

es or types, for they are not merely inter-State relations

but overstep the bounds of the political and juridical orgen-

isation of nations to embrace all the manifestations of in-

ternational social life.

These four classes of relations would be:-

le- ECONOMICS, first of all, because this is the

preponderating and the most determining factor. Under this

head would come relations in the fields of commerce, indus-

try, semi pui ture, finance, currency, communications, geo-

graphy, etc. For these questions, moreover, abundant docu-

mentation is available, and even outline plans for an inter-

nationel economy.

Ze= POLITICAL ADMINISTRATIVE relations, including
 

official and regular relstions between States in peace time

as well as in time of war; the organisation of international

institutions (League of Nations, Permanent: Court of Interna-

tional Justice at Tac Hague, regional agreements, interna-

tional commissions, etc.); demographic, ethnical and minority

questions, etc.
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Zee SOCIAL relations, with reference to all the

facts concerning international. social policy and to the cor-

responding institutions, e.g. the International Labour Organi-

sation, international federations of Unions, labour questions,

migration, etc.

4,~ INTELLECTUAL AND CULTURAL relations, that is
 

scientific, artistic, religious and all forms of cultural re-

lations; the institutions and organisations which promote them,

e.g. the Pcpacy, the International Institute of Intellectual

Co-operation, scientific‘institutes, internetional teaching,

academics, etc. iis,

Zach of these categories of relations can and should

‚bz examined in turn from the following standpoints:-

(a) Juridical and formal;

(Et) Technical, and practical ereensan,

It is at this point that the Tull velue of the juri-

dical study of International Law asserts itself, a study that

is extremely important owing to the manner in which it has de-

veloped and to the new problems to which it has given rise;

there is also the question of diplomatic Sne and art, with

their historical and present-daylL

These two kinds of considerations will, by their con-

clusions, facilitate the transition towards a more general,

sociological and philosophical conception of international

reality, for which an ethical basis will have to be found, com-

patible with the aspirations and evolutions of contemporary

culture and civilisation. |

The place thot this new subject of study will ocoupy

Will, in practice, depend primarily on the organisation of uni-

versity teaching. Theoretically, however, I am convinced that

the scientific study of international relations can be made a 



special subject of tesching in the universitias.

Having its own definite object and being of a nature

that can effectively utilise methods based on:- (a) history,

(b) observation and (c) comparison, the study of internation-

al relations, conducted impartially and objectively, will suc-

ceed in giving us a most accurate general survey of the reali.

ty of facts and of the tendencies manifested in the evolution

life.ن5101125111110611181

B.- Aims and organisation of the university teaching of in-

 

ternational studies:

As. a subject of teaching, the study of international

relations. will share the lot of all the scientific subjects

taught in the universities.

It must, on the one hand, ensure the advance of

science by a thorough and objective knowledge of reality and

by the discovery of truth; and, on the other, contribute to

the training of specislists and to the completion of all

forme of higher culture. |

For I feel that the study of international rela-

tions is a matter that is awakening interest and should

therefore address itself to all who wish to acquire a higher

culture and who concern themselves with public affairs, and

not only to diplomats end to the small number of students

desirous of taking up this science. |

Consequently, to limit the teaching of internation-

al relations to a Aiplometie section of a Faculty of Law

would be to reduce the subject to a sort of ancilla juris

and to confine it, as it were, to preocoupati ons which though

certainly interesting would be merely unilateral. In many



  

   

 

countrics, the organisation of the Faculties of Law already

fails to meet the requirements and the progress of the sciences

and life.

In Rumania, where secondary education already em-

braces certain elementary notions on international relations,

in connection with geography, history, civics and sociology,

it would be very easy to arrange for the practical organisa-

tion of the study of international relations in the universi-

ties.

To begin with, and in order ‘to. facilitate its intro-

duction, a course or a lecture on the study of international

raletions could be organised in the letter part of the curri-

culur, either in the Faculties of Lctters and Philosophy or

in the Faculties of Law -- a course or conference that would

te common to the two Faculties with the possibility of allo-

cating it to an established chair when circumstances permi t-

ted.

Before being admitted to these courses, with © view

to obtaining a diploma, students would be required to attend

courses on special subjects indispensable for a sound and

thorough knowledge of international relations, namely: ~

history, geogr=phy, law, economies, sociology, political and

moral sciences.

There gan be no doubt thet the most appropriate pl=ce

for this teaching would be in = Faculty of Social and Political

Sciences, by creating a special Вероучение or by establishing

2 special Institute.

Specialists on certain problems and foreign ~uthori-

ties of rapute could be invited to take charge of the courses,

en arrangement that would certainly be an obvious ndvontage 
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th for the students and for the teaching isself.

International institutions for the study of interna-

v
a

tionnl relations would, in their turn, be the crowning fe-ture

of this instruction.

 

It may be superfluous to ndd that the freedom of the

universities isa condition indi spensable to the objectivity

and impartiality, es well as to the normal and beneficent

development of a new science such as thet constituted by the

study of internation=1 relations.

Fitting in perfectly “nd necessarily with the edu-

ention"l systems at present in force in democratic countries,

the study of international relations should find the place it

deserves rs a special subject in university programmes.

тетеенотеееееاال



 



 

THE STUDY AND TEACHING OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Agenda of the two Meetings on the

University Teaching of International Relations

I. THTNATURZ AND THEI SCOPE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

ALUTHE PLACI OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AS 'A SCIENTIFIC

DISCIPLINE,

IE AILS OF THT UNIVERSITY TEACHING OF INTERNATIONAL

 



  

 
 

Supplementary Questions submitted to the

Members of the Conference by the decision of the

Executive Committee

le Is it possible to arrive at a more precise or a

more generelly accepted definition of Iuternational Relations?

5. Does the teaching of International Relations

raíse more acutely th n other subjects the problem of academic

freedom?

2д. How far are the special aims of the teaching of

nternational Relations compatible with the general aims of

an educational system?

t. Tne attitude of the Members >f the Conference

towards the Adult Education work in International Relations.
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HE PRELILINARY DISCUSSION

heid in London on June 7, 1935

: during the

EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CONFERENCE

Contents :

 

 

1. Nature and scope of International Relations,

II, Place of International Relations as ‘a Branch of
Knowledge.

III. Organization of Teaching of International Relations.

IV. Methods of Tezching of International Relations.

V. Sources and Ma terial of International Relations.

VI. Aims of University Teaching of International
Relations.
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I. THE NATURE AND THZ SOOIE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

4. The Definition of Interrational Relations as an Academic
 

At the discussion on the University Teaching of

International Relations held in London during the Eighth

International Studies Conference there were neticeable two

distinet opinions - if not schools of thought - in regard

to the definition of International Relations. They deter-

mined from the outset the attitude of the authors to many

of the problems raised in the discussion, They can be

classified into two categories : the comprehensive and the

restrictive point of view,

a) ‘The subject of International Relations as a

scientific discipline was defined as : "A species of modern

humanism"; or "The introduction of a new point of view and

a new outlook, transforming the existing subject matter";

or, finally, "One of the Civers asvects of the totality of

social phenomena".

b) Other members maintained that "International Rela-

tions are contemoorary inter-state relations, - i.e.

political or legal relations". A slightly different

definition : "International Relations are relations

between states : they consist of questionswhich oring

about co-operation and questions which cause disputes”.

¢) There has been put forward one definition, however,

which seems to fall between these two categories. It may

provide a useful oasis for future discussions : 
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"Internacional Relc tions is the study of the relations

betwesn governments and between peoples and of the principles

underlying th2ir development",

3. The Scope of International Relations as an Academic

(1) As regards the Material :
 

The same divergence which exists in the definition

of the subject appears also in the scope which should be

assigned to thes siudies of International Relations.

a) Some memoers maintained that the scope of Inter-

national Relations is identical with that of History,

(1)Sociology, Political Science and ::conomics and that it

represents only a special aspect of these disciplines, In

other words : the study of International Relations should

cover all the relations between social groups in general ;

it is réaily ths development of scicnces in exploration and

interpretation of" social reality.

0) Otixrs were in favour of a more restricted inter-

pretation, recognizing that the field of International

Relations (defincd as Inter-State Relations) is one which

is not treated com>rchensively or adequately by any other

recognized scicuce at the university.

This view was supported by the desire to consider

International Relations as a single subject, to exclude from

its scope all slomertary studies and all purely comparative

(1) Even International Political Science.



 

studies, Moreover a precise technical knowledge (which can

be obtained only in a clearly delimited fielé) was requir-

ed by at least one speaker,

(2) In point of Time:

The view that by International Relations in the

academic sense are meant contemporary relations has found

a general acce»tance. On the question of delimitation,

however, there existed no such unanimity.

Two speakers emphasized that the starting point

for the studies of International Relations should be the

end of the orld War (1918 or 1919) whereas other members

wished to retain more freedom, at least in so far as the

studyof contemrorary problems necessitates some histor-

‘îcal knowledge for their proper whderstanding. To some

members any definite limitation appeared rather arbitrary.

It Weis further suggested that, for the purposes of

teaching, there may be found a eriterion to deciñe upon a

more technical point, namely, how far into the present can

the study of International Relations be carried. The exist-

ence of documentation on any given problem was mertioned

as a possible criterion,

(3) Other considerations
 

As the aperta) study and teaching ofcontemporary

International Relations necessarily involves the investiga-

tion of the pertinent facts and relationships, it was

suggested that all the relevant subjects within the field

should be included even if a government may wish to 
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excluda such topics from academic discussion. This consider-

ation raises the all im»ortant question of academic freedom.

О. Ihe Classification cf the Phenomena of International Rela-
tiens.
 

No attempt-was made, at the Lonton discussion. to

classify International Relations, but a dogmatic attitude

in this respect was deprecated

D. Topics suggested to formpart of the Teaching af

International Relations,

A wealth of topics can be found in the discussions

of the Eighth International Studies Conference. But they

were unccordinated and varied greatly in their category,

Some of these topics were single items suitable for treatment

in a series of lectures within the proper field of Inter-

national. Relations. Most of the suggestions, however,

concerned subjects with which a student of International

Relations must be acquainted, But which may not necessarily

be included in the discipline called International Relations.

IL. THE PLACE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

AS A SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINE

A. The Position of International Relations among Sciences.

According to the wide or narrow interpretation of the

scope of International Relations its position was differently

gauged. International Relations was deemed by some speakers



 

to extend over the whole field from the natural sciences

at one end’ to moral philosophy at the other, More precise

place was assigned to International Relations as falling

between four distinct subjects : Law, History, Economics

and Political Science,

Yet others considered International Relations to

be one of the Social Sciences (if not a part of Sociology

itself). Mhorens Sociology is concerned with all types of

human relationships, international relations form only a

segment of that infinite. variety of relationships, being

restricted to those of certain institutions (States).

‘Finally, it was suzzeste( that the whole sphere of Inter-

national Relations is included in what may be called

International Sociolozy (Internationale Gesellschaftslehre ),

B. Related Subjects,

Majority of speakers agreed that Law, History,

Economics and Political Science are closely related to

International Relations. Besides that there were mention-

ed : Geography, Psychology (particularly Social Psycho-

logy) and Constitutional Law,

It was also stressed that there is no doubt

that the teaching of International Relations involves

cooperation between alrcady existing academic subjects

and that the development of this discipline will result
a

4in a need of adjustment in several branches of know-

ledge, 
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III, TEE ORGANIZATION OF THE TEACHINGOF

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

A. From the point of view of the student,

(1) Pre-University studies :

The view that the study of International Relations

at the University should be preczeded by certain general

preparation at the intermediate stage of education seemed

to be generally accepted.

Great importance was attached to an international

orientation in the teaching of Historyand Geography in the

secondary schools, Another indispensable condition is the

ability to read and, if possible, to speak foreign languages.

If such knowledge cannot be obtained before the student

embarks upon his university career then he must devote at

least a year of his university studies to these subjects,

 

(2) Undergraduate Studies

i. First Period, -

It was generally agreed that no dogmatic attitude can

be taken in regard to the organization of University Teaching

of International Relations, The courses selected for each

year,. however, should be arranged on a graduated scale

accordingto the individual needs of the student. in general

it was agreed that, taking the knowledge of geography and

languages as a preliminary condition, the student should

follow courses in the following subjects. 7

a) History, Economies ;

b) International Law, Political Science. 
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Only then can studies in International Relations be under-

taken with profit.

Although there was a common agreement as to the

subjects which should form the preparatory studies, there

was great divergence of views as to the proper approach

~ in other words, which of these subjects should be treat-

ed more fully.

a) The historical approach was deemed very important

because the phenomena of contemporary International Relations

cannot be adequately studied and explained except after a

profound study of Modern History.

b) International Тем was claimed by others to be the

most essential study, because the essence of International

Relations is of legal character,

c) Finally there were speakers who suggested the

aporoach through Political Science and who based their claim

on the fact that International Relations be tween states and

peoples are chiefly influenced by political considerations,

Consequently knowledge of the fundamental political phenomena

is neos condition for a study of International

Relations.

ii. Second Period.-

There was a general corisensus of opinion that,

considering the complex character of the phenomena of Inter-

national Relations and the variety of preliminary studies

required, students should not attend specialised courses in

International Relations (for which mature intelligence is

required) until during their later years of university

studies, Most speakers favoured the last one or two years 



 

und reraduate studies immediately before the initial

degree ‘especially in the Anglo-Saxon universities), It was

pointed out that if the sukject of International Relations

should be postponed until the post graduate stage there

would be very little likelihood that students would choose a

subject which until then was unknewn to them.

(3) Postgraduatestudies ;
 

Several speakers declared that best results in the

University Teaching of International Relations can be obtain-

ned“ at the postgraduate stage when the student is ready to

assume individual researchwork on the basis of documentary

material. In the opinion of at least one member International

Relations should be regarded as a subject suitable only for

There arises also the problem of the choice of themes

for dissertations submitted for the higher academic degrees.

-(Organisatior of Teaching) :

 

В. From the point of view of the teacher.

There was a variety of opinions expressed on the

question of organisation, each speaker proceeding from the

situation with which he himself was most familiar. The

suggestions may be classified under eight categories ranging

from the most ambitious plan to the simplest provisions for

the teaching of International Relations.

(1) The ereatior of a "Faculty of Social and Political

Sciences" was the most comprehènsive solution. In such an 



 
  

Institution the teaching of International Relations proper

would find its most suitable setting and, it may be assumed,

would be best provided for both from the material and in-

tellectual point of view.

(2) A Department of International Relations seemed to

be according to many speakers the ideal solution. A Univer-

sity Department presupnoses the existence of at least two

persons engaged in academic ‘work.in a. given field. Inter-

national Relations, evan in its ‘most limited interpretation,

still remains a large and ever growing subject - so that

adequate knowledge in all its ramifications is well nigh

impossible. lioreover, the more numerous is the staff of a

Department, thegreater specialisation is possible, especial-

ly if the approach of t.e individual teachers to their

subject has been different (i.e. History, International Law,

Rolitical Science, Zconomtes).

ÁS the teaching of International Relations requires

constant touch with International institutions and an up-to-

date knowledge of the conditions in foreign countries, it is

only naturai to expect that foreigntravel is one of the

duties of a teacher in International Relations, This condi-

tion can be better fulfilled where there is a: complete

Department, than where one person is charged with the

instruction in this subject.

(3) The majority of speakers, however, favoured the

ereation of individual Chairs or Lectureships in Interna-

tional Relations. This seemed to be the most desirable

method of introducing the teaching of this subject into the

University. The particular advantages of this arrangement
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lie in the fact that a specialist is in charge of the courses,

He alone can aprreciate the international problems in all

their amplitude, integrate the various factors and interpret

them in the light of his specialised knowledge - in fact : he

alone can provide the students with the appropriate guidance.

The professor of International Relations would, of

course, rely upon his colleagues in the related disciplines

to give his students the necessary factual knowledge.

(4) Another variation in the type of organization was the

sugzestion of the 'ad hoe! Department (School or Institute)

in which several professors of the related subjects cooperate

in order to provide a suitable series of courses, all arrang-

ed so as to give as comprehensive picture as possible of vhe

field of International Relations. This solution was particu-

larly reconmanded in cases where it is impossible, for

financial or other reasons, to make fuller provision,

(5) Further possibility mentioned was the organization of

a special course of lectures in International Relations in

one of the existing departments and invite specialists from

other departments or f om among the men of action (active

diplomatists, officials in government departments) to give

lectures on their special subject.

(6) Another succestion was the creation of a Professor-

ship of International Relations whose holder would lecture

for definite periods at each of the universities cooperating

in such a scheme,

(7) Suggestions were also put forward to enable the

exchange of professors in International Relations and related
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subjects. zxchanse of professors and lecturers is one of the

most stimulatine means at the disposal of the university

authorities. The cost is in no' comparison with the benefit

derived from such visits both by the students and by the

teaching staff,

(8) Finally, it was proposed that there should be esta-

blished a more effective liaison between the teachers of

International Relations. Such liaison can take place either

through international conferences, regional conferences or

through individual coavacts. It would serve not only for the

elucidation of the fundamental theoretical problems confront-

ing the specialists in International Relations, but also for

the exchange of views on the technical details of the teaching

of this subject (con 2nis of courses, available material,

etc.).

IV. TH: au PHODS OF THE THACHING OF
 

INTIICATIONAL RELATIONS

The London âiseussion showed that the methods of the

teaching of International Relations are closely related to

the ends which the teachers intend ‘to achieve, But even

within these broad limits it is not possible to be dogmatic.

It was pointed out that different treatment will have to be

adopted according to the conditions in each country and in

each individual institution.

Given the fact that some of the phenomena of Inter-

national Relations are still unexplorec, the university

teacher who wishes to give courses in this subject is 
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confronted with the difficulty that there are as yet few

adequate text books, This state of affairs makes the study

of International Relations difficultduring the first two

years of university studies, merche students are not

usually accustomed to wide and selective reading or to the

use of original sources.

It was clear that greater results may be expected

when the methods of teaching used in the advanced courses

and post graduate work are applied in the sphere of Inter-

national Relations. The tutorial system, seminars, and

cooperation of professors and students in individual pieces

of research are particularly suited to thispurpose.

Finally, the choice of theses for higher academic

degrees can help substantially in the preparation of material

añá filling of some of the numerous lacunae in the sources

for the study of International Relations.

another Sided mentioned was the type of student to

be admitted to the study of International Relations. As a

preparation for = definite career, the study of International

Relations does not offer many openings. It is undoubtedly

useful for the future diplomat, civil servant, journalist or

academic worker. Out of the small number of students who will

choose International Relations for one reason or another,

few will be fitted for the work in this subject which requires

at the sane time a highly developed sense of discrimination

(necessary in the perusal of qua tity of material out of

which only a small portion furnishes the desired information)

and a capacity for concentrated scientific. work,
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V. THE SOURCES AND MATERIAL FOR THE TZACHINGOF
 

 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

The discussion at the Eighth International Studies

Conference brought very few suggestions as to the suitable

sources for the study of International Relations, It may be

therefore advisable to mention some of the categories of

books and documents required for university courses in this

subject.

1. Textbooks. -

In the absence of comprehensive textbooks on Inter-

national Relations resort has to be taken to books dealing

with a more restricted field - in some of the closely related

sciences or in International Relations proper. As books on

Economics and International Law are usually supplied where-

ever these subjects are taught it remains to organize a

library on International Relations along three lines

(a) ModernHistory, more specifically pre-war and post-

war history.

(b) Political Scisnce, particularly books on the politi-

cal systems, governments and constitutions of the chief

countries of the world.

(e) International Relations. Books in this section may

be devided with advantase into two parts : Works concerning

International Relations in. general and those concerning any

particular topic. In this latter section books. may be clas-

sified into the same categories as the publications of the

League of Nations and thus provide easy cross reference from

books to official international documentation. 
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2. Governmental Publications. -

The various series of Blue Books, White Books etc.

provide an important source of material for the study of

International Relations,

3. Treaty Series.

4. Official publications of international bodies :

League of Nations ;

International Labour Office ;

Permanent Court of International Justice ;

International Institute ofIntellectual

Cooperation.

5. Periodicals,

6. Newspaper cutiings.

7, Public Archives. ~-

The London discussion stressed the importance of

freer access of the students of International Relations to

public archives in the capital cities.

8. Liaison between Libraries. -
 

Finally, a special plea was made to ensure a more

effective coordination between the Libraries on Internation-

al Relations, particularly in regard to the lendingof books

between these institutions for special purposes.

VI, THE AIMS OF THE UNIVERSITY TEACHING OF

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

There was no agreement at the London discussion as

to the aims of the teaching of International Relations. It 



  

is possible, however, to classify the opinions of the indi-

vidual speakers into two categories :

(a) Those who regard the whole problem from the collect-

ivist point of view, and are consequently concerned with the

effect which their teaching will have upon the community,

both national and international ;

(b) Those who a<opt the individualistic point of view

and are concerned with the student and his needs, both

spiritual and practical,

The first group try to extend the influence of the

teacher. (1) They require of him the mastery of his subject

so that he can help to create, through his instruction, an

intellectual elite. (2) They further hope that the study of
 

International Relations will have, eventually, an effect

upon the formation of a sound publie opinion, which would

not be so easily swayed by prejudices. (3) Finally they wish

to use the study of International Relations as a means for

the creation of an international democratic spirit and to

fortify the generation who are to exercise power in the

future against prejudicz and bias.

This view coincides (though by no meansentirely)

with that soncantion of International Relations which deems

instruction in this subject appropriate at the early years

Of university studies. It also corresponds to the general

civilizing task of an educational institution - namely to

prepare the young men and women for the citizenship of their

own country. In other words, thé primary Ode of the

study of International Helaións is cultural, Consequently,

the character of these courses would be also affected : they

would be more extensive and their arrangement must be very 
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carefully thought out in order to present an organic picture

of the whole sphere of International Relations. They must,

as one speaker expressed it, lead the student to a particular

synthesis,

The second group, however, wish to reduce the task

of the teacher of International Relations to a mere assist-

ance to young msn who are seeking a clearer vision in the

complex sphere of innumerable human relationships. This

view perhaps coincides with the conception of International

Relations as a subject suited for postgraduate research

work.

Further, it corresponds roughly to the second task

of the University : that of scientific research. There will

never be many students who will specialise in International

Relations, But the tcacher will be ready to give them his

guidance whenever required,
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